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Theory and previous research suggest that sky obstructions and humidity can degrade global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning accuracy for static observation sessions. It is
reasonable to suppose that these effects might be even worse for real-time kinematic (RTK)
positioning, because the observer will likely collect fewer observations for RTK positioning than
for a static occupation, so the statistics used to estimate the positions have fewer data to work
with. These effects have not been thoroughly studied, which provided the motivation to conduct
several experiments to quantity the effects. Temperature and humidity are variables of interest,
so the first experiment establishes whether a digital weather station is an acceptable
replacement for a sling psychrometer. The second experiment quantifies RTK positioning
accuracy affected by broad-leaf canopy conditions with the effect of ground-level absolute
humidity and the effect of sky obstruction as determined using analysis of covariance; this is to
study the RTK position-accuracy degradation caused by the water content in the atmosphere and
by the possible signal blockage from physical structures around the occupation site. These results
were then applied to extend previously published work about a work on habitat-suitability and
environmental favorability maps for bentgrass species in Connecticut with logistic regression
analysis from GNSS data. The information gained from the experiments was used to study four
new biological habitat suitability and environmental favorability models by comparing their
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strengths and weaknesses using GIS mapping and multiple comparison statistics of the created
maps.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview

Prior to widespread civilian access to the US NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS), land surveyors could not produce maps easily in formal coordinate systems, such as the
State Plane Coordinate System (Stem, 1989). Maps were paper, and tax accessors determined
taxes using rulers and protractors. Geographic information systems (GIS) offered the possibility
of creating fully digital cadasters that could show entire towns – or even an entire State – at any
scale as desired on-the-fly, creating maps on demand, but only if all the maps were in the same
coordinate system. Even better, GIS allows users to analyze their data by combining the power
of relational databases with custom-built spatial analysis tools. GIS created a pressing need for
maps to be created using GPS.
For land surveying, the original global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning
mode, called static surveying, was to erect a GPS receiver on a tripod or a range pole. The
receivers recorded the phase shift of the carrier wave to each observed satellite. A staticoccupation survey involves deploying several receivers and allowing them to collect
observations for periods as short as 20 minutes or as long as several hours (Connecticut
Association of Land Surveyors, 2008; Eckl, Snay, Soler, Cline, & Mader, 2001). The
observations can be adjusted as a network, and the abundance of data allows the least-squares
1

routines to be highly robust and accurate (Crandall, 1906; Ghilani, 2010; Harvey, 2009; Mikhail
& Gracie, 1981; Stigler, 1981; Van Sickle, 2008; Wolberg, 2006). Centimeter-level positioning
accuracy is routinely achievable for a well-planned and correctly-executed static-occupation
survey (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2011; Zilkoski, D’Onofrio, & Frakes, 1997; Zilkoski,
Carlson, & Smith, 2008). Positioning with phase requires at least two receivers to be collecting
data simultaneously, so surveyors owned and deployed multiple receivers.
Although GPS surveying can be much more efficient than traditional survey methods,
there are three drawbacks with surveying static positioning: first, it is slow; second, it requires
several field personnel – at least two; and, third, it requires expensive equipment. These were
remedied when real-time positioning was developed. This positioning mode is called real-time
kinematic (RTK). RTK surveying requires deploying two receivers: a base station that is
erected by the surveyor on a control marker near the survey area, plus a rover that is carried
about by the surveyor to do work. The base station communicates with the rover via some kind
of radio link, such as ultra-high frequency (UHF) or very high frequency (VHF) radios. The base
station sends its position and observables to the rover, which allows the rover to calculate
corrections on-the-fly resulting in centimeter-accuracy positions (Henning, 2011; Henning,
Martin, Schrock, Thompson, & Snay, 2013). This remedied the first drawback: it allows
surveyors to position features in only a few seconds. The second drawback was remedied
because a surveyor can work without field-crew assistants. The third drawback was remedied
when permanent networks of base stations were established and made accessible to the public.
Such a network is called a real-time network (RTN). The University of Connecticut’s
Department of Natural Resources and the Environment (NRE) and the Connecticut Department
of Transportation (CTDOT) have built and operate a RTN, named the Advanced Continuously
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Operating Reference Network (ACORN), which provides surveying professionals statewide
access to RTK via the Internet. A RTN eliminates the need for a surveyor to deploy a base
station, as well as hiring someone to monitor it during the survey.
The primary vulnerability of RTK is that the receiver’s position is determined from a
single base station, which is called radial surveying. If there is a mistake, there is no check
available to detect it. Deploying a network of receivers for a long static observation session is
better (for example, see Zilkoski et al. (1997)) because the observables can be post-processed
and adjusted using least squares methods, which are highly robust (Ghilani, 2010), but this
cannot be done in real time. Another vulnerability of RTK is that usually the receiver collects
fewer observations for RTK positioning than for a static occupation, so the statistics used to
estimate the positions have fewer data. The accuracy of network surveying is well studied, but
the accuracy of RTK, especially in the relatively unfavorable environment common in
Connecticut’s leaf-on season, has not been well studied. Throughout the study, positioning data
were collected by multi-constellation receivers. The term global navigation satellite system is
generic; for example, the GPS is the GNSS owned by the United States. Other GNSSs are
Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), which is operated by Russia,
Galileo, which is owned by European Union, and Compass, which is owned by China. The
receivers used in this research can accept signals from the GPS and GLONASS constellations
(Galileo and Compass are not operational yet), so here the term GNSS receiver is preferred over
GPS receiver.
The whole research is divided into two parts: GNSS practice and application. In the GNSS
practice part, the main purpose is to quantify the accuracy degradation of real-time GNSS
positioning under leaf-on and leaf-off tree canopy status controlling the ground humidity factor
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and controlling sky obstruction factor related to the blockage of GNSS radio signal propagation.
Temperature and relative humidity are the essential factors for determining absolute humidity,
and a digital handheld weather station was used to collect these weather factors. So a comparison
between a digital handheld weather station and a sling psychrometer for their temperatures and
relative humidities was undertaken to test feasibility of using the digital handheld weather station.
The GNSS application part was compares digital habitat modeling maps of bentgrass created
from GNSS positioned point data (both static and real-time according to the field situations) with
parametric and nonparametric multiple comparison analyses to find better predictive ability of
the statistical models.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Relationships of temperatures and relative humidities between a digital
handheld weather meter and a sling psychrometer

A device measuring humidity is called a hygrometer, and there are various types of
hygrometer according to their operational principles, such as the metal-paper coil hygrometer,
the hair-tension hygrometer, and the psychrometer (Ackerman & Knox, 2006; Ahrens, 2012;
Harold, 1952; Wiederhold, 1997). Among these types of hygrometers, a sling psychrometer is
simple and portable unit that might be appropriate for field data collections. A sling
psychrometer is combination of two glass tube thermometers with identical scale and filled with
alcohol or some other chemicals fixed together, and these thermometers are linked to a handle
via pivot or chain. A bulb of one of the thermometers is wrapped in a wick; the wick will be wet
4

while humidity measurement, and this thermometer is called a wet-bulb thermometer. The
temperature measured by this wet-bulb thermometer is called a wet-bulb temperature. The other
bulb of the sling psychrometer is just exposed to the air, and this side of thermometer is called a
dry-bulb temperature. Also, the temperature measured by this dry-bulb thermometer is called
dry-bulb temperature. To measure a relative humidity, the wick on wet-bulb has to soak in
distilled water, and whirl the device at least one minute and no more than three minutes (Kilby,
McManus, & Cumberland, 1993; Thomson, 1986). While whirling, water on the wick evaporates
and deprives the heat from the wet-bulb (Bohren &Albrecht, 1998; Tsonis, 2007), thus the wetand dry-bulb temperatures are different after the operation. Relative humidity can be obtained
from a psychrometric charts with the dry-bulb temperature and the difference between dry- and
wet-bulb temperatures, or it is possible to calculate relative humidity with a series of
psychrometric equations which is a complicated alternative (Bohren and Albrecht, 1998; Tsonis,
2007; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). A sling psychrometer is the choice as the standard instrument
for comparison for this study because of a sling psychrometer is generally accepted by many
peer researchers and professionals, and also because of the stability and portability of a sling
psychrometer.
Modern electronic hygrometers often contain digital sensors. These sensors include
thermal humidity sensor, gravimetric humidity sensor, optical humidity sensor, resistive
humidity sensors, and capacitive sensor (Fraden, 2015; Kulwicki, 1991; Lee & Lee, 2005;
Rittersma, 2002; Roveti, 2001; Yamazoe & Shimizu, 1986). Kestrel hand-held weather stations
has a polymer capacitive sensor for humidity measurement and a thermistor to ambient
temperature measurement (Nielsen-Kellerman, 2010). These hand-held weather stations are
small, light-weight, easy to use, and, inexpensive, so they are considered ideal for surveyors to
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determine meteorological conditions in the field. The research team tested to verify the
credibility of the Kestrel 3000 for humidity and temperature, so to see whether the unit is
accurate enough to support the surveying fieldwork. For this verification, the statistic
relationship between the environmental data from Kestrel 3000 and the data from a sling
psychrometer are quantified and compared.

1.2.2 Accuracy studies of real-time GNSS positioning

Positioning accuracy degrades (weakly) with increasing base station-rover separation, so
there is a limit to how far the rover can move from the base station (Eckl et al., 2001). For
example, the ACORN administrators recommend that users remain within the State borders or on
Long Island Sound, which limits the baseline length to 20 km at most (Thomas Meyer, pers.
comm. 2016). The ideal situation would be for the base station to follow the rover around during
the survey, remaining always within a few meters of the rover. Obviously, this is impossible with
a physical base station, which must remain statically on its control point. However, virtual
reference station (VRS) positioning makes it possible to overcome this shortcoming related to
the baseline distances, at least in principle. A VRS is a synthetic, virtual base station realized
only several meters, or even less, from the rover, so the distance from the VRS to the rover is
extremely short. Insofar as the VRS’s synthetic observables faithfully mimic the observables a
real, physical receiver would collect at that place, the very short distance from base to rover
should result in more accurate positions than those derived from more distant RTK base stations
(Hofmann-Wellenhof, Lichtenegger, & Wasle, 2008; Landau, Vollath, & Chen, 2009).
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Compared to static positioning, real-time positioning is relatively new, and virtual realtime positioning newer still. The error budgets of real-time positioning are not well understood
compared to those of static positioning. It is known that broadleaf canopies present severe
challenges for GNSS positioning (Meyer, Bean, Ferguson, & Naismith, 2002). Therefore, an
experiment that GNSS real-time positioning on control points beneath tree canopies of varying
amounts of sky obstruction is conducted to assess the effects of humidity and sky obstruction.

1.2.3 Map comparisons with various creeping bentgrass habitat maps

GNSS positioning was used to map sampling locations in a creeping bentgrass study in
cooperation with the Department of Plant Science. Herbicide-resistant creeping bentgrass
(HRCB) is a genetically modified organism (GMO) which is favored by golf-course managers
because of its cost benefits and simplification of landscape management. Ecologists investigate
whether gene flow from GMOs into “feral” members of the same species is possible, and
physical separation of the organisms is a barrier to gene flow (Abud et al., 2007; Armstrong,
Fitzjohn, Newstrom, Wilton, & Lee, 2005; Chandler & Dunwell, 2008; Damgaard & Kjellsson,
2005). Therefore, Ahrens, Chung, Meyer, and Auer (2011) produced a habitat suitability map
(HSM) and an environmental favorability map (EFM) of creeping bentgrass around a golf course
in northern Connecticut to shed light on the locations and possible migrations of the GMO
bentgrass into nearly populations. These maps were created using spatially explicit logistic
regression, a statistical model enjoying global support. (A statistical model has global support
when a single equation models the whole study area regardless of the spatial relationships
between data points. In contrast, a statistical model has local support when each data point of the
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model has its own equations with parameter-estimate values to do reflect the points’ spatial
relationships (Fotheringham & Wegener, 1999; Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2003).)
Ahrens’ maps were created using global-support logistic regression models, which begs
the question whether local-support models might be superior for predicting actual bentgrass
presence/absence. There are four maps to compare: global-support HSM, global-support EFM,
local-support HSM and local-support EFM. A geographically weighted logistic regression
(Atkinson, German, Sear, & Clark, 2003; Fotheringham et al., 2003; Rodrigues, de la Riva, &
Fotheringham, 2014; Saefuddin, Setiabudi, & Fitrianto, 2012) is a reasonable choice for the new
maps. Differences among these maps and relative predictive strength of each map for
presence/absence of bentgrass are compared using methodologies presented by prior researchers
(Wang, Zhang, & Li, 2012; Wang, Zhang, & Li, 2013; Wang, Zhang, Li, Lin, & Zhang, 2014)
and by using a receiver operating characteristic analysis (Fawcett, 2006; Metz, 2000; Van Erkel
& Peter, 1998), a " # test (Agresti & Kateri, 2011; Zar, 2010), Cochran’s Q test (Cochran, 1950),
and Friedman’s rank sum analysis (Friedman, 1937).

1.3 Problem Statements and Research Questions
Question 1: Temperature and relative humidity measured from a digital handheld weather
station are statistically compared with temperature and relative humidity measured from a sling
psychrometer. The temperature and relative humidity from the digital handheld weather station
have a linear relationship having zero intercept and one slope with temperature and relative
humidity acquired from sling psychrometer? In other words, are weather variables from digital
handheld weather station credible and negligible for errors compared to its analog counterpart?
Chapter 2 addresses the first question.
8

Question 2: Controlling for ground-level absolute humidity, how does tree canopy status
affect GNSS positioning accuracy? Accuracy is assessed by statistically analyzing positioning
errors observed at control markers with absolute humidity measured simultaneously with each
GNSS observation in two seasons with leaf-on and leaf-off conditions respectively. Previous
work (Meyer, Arifuzzaman, & Massalski, 2010) established high-accuracy control coordinates
for survey markers throughout Connecticut. Twenty-three of these markers were occupied during
leaf-on and leaf-off conditions, observing with GPS-only and with multi-constellations
(GLONASS), and observing with RTN and VRN modes. Humidity was measured using a
Kestrel meteorological instrument. Chapter 3 offers treatments and statistical analyses about the
second question.
Question 3: Controlling for percent sky obstruction, how does tree canopy status affect
GNSS positioning accuracy? Accuracy is assessed by statistically analyzing positioning errors
observed at control markers with various levels of sky obstruction (Parent & Volin, 2014) during
leaf-on and leaf-off conditions. Vertical photographs of the canopy at each survey marker, taken
with camera fitted with a hemispherical lens, was analyzed to quantify the sky obstruction
(Meyer et al., 2002). Chapter 3 also offers treatments and statistical analyses about the third
question.
Question 4: How can continuous raster maps produced by statistical models be compared
to find their differences, and how can categorical scale maps produced by equal models be
compared to determine which model produces the best result predicting actual bentgrass
presence/absence in the field? The life patterns of feral and GM bentgrass will probably be
similar, so a habitat suitability model for GM bentgrass can be created with logistic regression
using field observations of feral bentgrass. There are several methods to make a habitat
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suitability map. Maps created from each method are quantitatively appraised with spatial
statistics (Wang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014) and multiple comparison
analyses. Each method for map creation requires random field samples for its input data, and the
samples were located using GNSS positioning. Chapter 4 provides statistical tests for multiple
comparisons and binary-classification analysis to answer the fourth question.
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Chapter 2
Comparing Kestrel 3000 handheld weather meter
measurements of temperature and relative humidity against
those of the WEKSLER Sling Psychrometer (Model# 315-1)

Abstract

Relative humidity affects surveying instruments whose observations depend on optical or
electromagnetic waves. A handheld digital weather meter is among the simplest and most
convenient instruments to measure temperature and relative humidity compared to analog
thermometers and sling psychrometers. Temperatures and relative humidities were collected
using a Kestrel 3000, a digital handheld weather station and a sling psychrometer, and compared
with a linear regression. The slope of the regression revealed that temperatures from the sling
psychrometer increase 1.017 °C (% ≪ 0.05) when the Kestrel indicates a temperature increase of
1 °C. Ideally, the intercept should not be statistically different from zero but the intercept was
0.565 °C (% ≪ 0.05). However, this difference is close to the temperature accuracy of Kestrel
(±0.5 °C) so it doesn’t seem alarming. Relative humidity from the sling psychrometer increases
1.003% when the Kestrel indicates a relative humidity increase of 1%. The %-value of the
intercept for relative-humidity model is not significant (% = 0.92), which indicates there is no
measurement relative humidity bias for the Kestrel compared to the sling psychrometer. Our
results show that a digital handheld weather station such as Kestrel 3000 will be acceptable for
surveying procedures.
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2.1 Introduction
Refraction occurs when light or microwaves pass through the interface between media of
different refractive indexes. The refractive index, a.k.a. refraction coefficient, of a certain
medium (() is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum ()) and the phase velocity of
light in the medium (*).

(=

)
+

(2.1)

Equation (2.1) means that light propagates n times faster in a vacuum than in the medium.
Refraction affects surveying observations by causing light to not follow a straight-line path,
which, for example, affects the zenith angle of a theodolite observation. Refractive index is also
necessary for leveling and reductions for precise electromagnetic or laser distance measurements
(Baselga, García-Asenjo & Garrigues, 2013).
The refractive index of air ((,-. ) depends on temperature, pressure, relative humidity, and
wavelength of the light/microwave source. There have been different versions of the refractive
index of air published by different scientists (Birch & Downs 1993; Birch & Downs, 1994;
Ciddor, 1996; Edlén, 1966) and scholars in surveying introduced the concept and applications of
the refractive index of air for surveyors (Burnside, 1991; Duggal, 2013; Laurila & Harris 1983;
Moffit & Bossler, 1998; Rüeger, 1996). For example, Stone and Zimmerman (2001) of the
Physical Measurement Laboratory, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
provide a simple formula for calculating (,-. for red He-Ne laser with 633-nm wavelength
which are universally used for displacement interferometry:
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(,-.

7.86×1078 ×9,-.
#
=1+
− 1.5×107?? × @A × <,-.
+ 160
273 + <,-.

(2.2)

where <,-. is dry air temperature (°C), @A is relative humidity in percent (from zero to 100), and
9,-. is atmospheric pressure (hPa). Formulas that correct for refraction and light speed in the
atmosphere depend on these meteorological quantities. For precise geodetic surveying, or for
scientific/academic purposes, surveyors need to measure air temperature and humidity
information during observation sessions to derive refractive index using for corrections. To
calculate refractive index, Torge (2001) proposed using air temperature, atmospheric pressure,
and relative humidity. Baselga et al. (2013) proposed a simpler model to calculate refractive
index only with temperature and atmospheric pressure. Temperature and relative humidity are
also required for modelling zenith wet delay (ZWD) (Davis, Herring, Shapiro, Rogers, &
Elgered, 1985) to correct tropospheric delay of GNSS-radio signals caused by the wet
components such as water vapor and condensed water (Leick, 2004; de Oliveira et al., 2017). For
ZWD model, a partial pressure of water is required and this pressure can be derived from the
relative humidity and air temperature (Leick, 2004).
Analog hygrometers, such as sling psychrometers, are generally accepted for measuring
relative humidity by many professionals such as firefighters (Lemon & Mangan, 2000) and
scientists because its structure is quite simple, and mercury thermometers have relatively slow
response times. Some researchers believe that the accuracy of sling psychrometers is the most
reliable (John C. Volin, personal communication, March 29, 2013). However, using
psychrometers during surveying fieldwork is cumbersome, and the delicate glass thermometers
are subject to damage, so a robust way to collect the meteorological conditions is preferred.
Digital handheld weather stations are available that collect temperature and relative-humidity
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measurements instantly; however, to our knowledge, whether they are accurate enough for
surveying practice is an open question.

2.1.1 Background
A hygrometer is a device for measuring humidity, and there are various operational
principles for hygrometers. Since the first introduction of hygrometer by Leonardo da Vinci in
late 15th century, scientists and inventors devised various types of hygrometers such as the metalpaper coil hygrometer, the hair-tension hygrometer, the psychrometer, and the electronic
psychrometer (Ackerman & Knox, 2006; Ahrens, 2012; Harold, 1952; Wiederhold, 1997). A
sling psychrometer is one of simplest form among analogue hygrometers, and the advantage of
this psychrometer is its small size so it is convenient to carry. A sling psychrometer consists of
two glass thermometers linked to a handle via pivot or chain. One of the thermometers has its
bulb wrapped in a wick, which is soaked in distilled water between measurements to keep it wet.
A sling psychrometer measures wet- and dry-bulb temperatures after whirling at least one minute
and no more than three minutes (Kilby, McManus, & Cumberland, 1993; Thomson, 1986).
Water on the wick evaporates, which chills the wet-bulb while in operation (Bohren & Albrecht,
1998; Tsonis, 2007). Relative humidity is obtained using the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures as
inputs to psychrometric charts or equations (Bohren & Albrecht, 1998; Tsonis, 2007; Wallace &
Hobbs, 2006). Special caution is needed to keep the wick from contamination from dirt,
chemical materials, or oils passed by bare hands, because those contaminations hinder the
evaporation of the water so that the measured humidity values might be deteriorated. For our
experiment, a WEKSLER® Sling Psychrometer (Model #315-1) was used (Figure 2.1). The
thermometers on the sling psychrometer is in the Fahrenheit scale, and their advantages over the
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Figure 2.1: WEKSLER® Sling Psychrometer (Model #315-1)

Figure 2.2: Kestrel 3000 Pocket Weather Meter
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Celsius scale is their finer graduations so more accurate measurement is possible.
Modern electronic hygrometers often contain digital sensors such as thermal, gravimetric,
optical, resistive, capacitive hygrometers (Fraden, 2015; Kulwicki, 1991; Lee & Lee, 2005;
Rittersma, 2002; Roveti, 2001). A thermal humidity sensor measures absolute humidity from the
difference of thermal conductivity between humid and dry air detected by two thermistors (one
encapsulated in dry air and the other exposed to humidity) (Roveti, 2001). A gravimetric
humidity sensor compares the masses of two hygroscopic materials (wet and dry) simultaneously,
then determines the humidity from the difference of the water vapor mass using a piezoelectric
component that infers water mass difference from a change in electric charge, and calculates
relative humidity from this electric charge (Lee & Lee, 2005; Rittersma, 2002). Gravimetric
humidity sensors are highly sensitive and accurate so the U.S. national standard is determined by
this method (Lee & Lee, 2005; National Institute of Standards and Technology, Thermodynamic
Metrology Group, 2013). Optical humidity sensors use some kinds of materials that change their
physical or mechanical properties when exposed to water vapor. Examples include optical fiber,
such as fiber Bragg gratings (FBG), color-changing materials, volume-changing materials,
fluorescent optode membranes, photoacoustic cells, and vapoluminescent salt (Bedoya, Orellana,
& Moreno-Bondi, 2001; Bozóki, Szakáll, Mohácsi, Szabó, & Bor, 2003; Choi & Shuang, 2000;
Correia et al., 2012; Drew, Mann, Marquardt, & Mann, 2004; Gupta & Ratnanjali, 2001; Shukla
et al., 2004). When a certain physical property is changed by water vapor, these materials can
change various optical variables of input light passing through the material. These optical
changes can be converted to relative humidity. A chilled-mirror dew point hygrometer consists
of a mirror linked to a temperature sensor and an optoelectronic device to monitor water vapor
condensation on the mirror surface, plus an air temperature sensor, too. The instrument uses
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electricity to cool down a metallic mirror, then measures dew point and surrounding
temperatures at the moment water vapor is condensed. With these two temperatures, relative
humidity can be derived (Wanielista, Kersten, & Eaglin, 1997). Resistive humidity sensors have
materials such as salts, organic conductive polymers, or porous ceramics that are exposed to the
air. The electrical resistances of these materials are affected by the amount of water vapor in the
air, and these resistance changes are converted to the relative humidity (Lee & Lee, 2005;
Rittersma, 2002; Yamazoe & Shimizu, 1986). A hygrometer with capacitive sensor contains a
dielectric material, a plastic or a polymer, attached to a pair of electrodes (Roveti, 2001). The
dielectric material absorbs water vapor in the air proportional to the relative humidity. The
electric capacity of this system is also proportional to the relative humidity of the air (Islam,
Khan, Akhtar, & Rahman, 2014; Rittersma, 2002). These capacitive sensors are widely used for
handheld digital hygrometers because of their small size. The Kestrel 3000 Pocket Weather
Meter (hereafter Kestrel 3000) measures temperature and relative humidity, so this unit was
selected to the handheld weather station for this study (Figure 2.2). A Kestrel 3000 uses a
polymer capacitive humidity sensor for its relative humidity measurement, and measures the
atmospheric temperatures through the resistance change of its thermistor. The manufacturer’s
manual explains that, “The exposed thermistor of Kestrel 3000 responds to changes in
temperature when air flows past it” (Nielsen-Kellerman, 2010). Other than ambient temperature
and relative humidity, the Kestrel 3000 also measures wind speed, wind chill, maximum wind
gust, average wind speed, heat stress and dew point. Kestrel handheld weather stations are
lightweight, rugged, small, easy to use, inexpensive, and widely available, which makes them
ideal for surveyors to determine meteorological conditions in the field.
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2.1.2 Literature review
Swan (1935) gave some advice when measuring relative humidity with a pocket-type sling
psychrometer, such as measuring in the shade, protecting from direct sun light, and protecting
from rain. Waite (1971) appraised the relative-humidity error of both a sling psychrometer and
meteorological measuring set (which was called an AN/TMQ-22), which measures the relative
humidity with the dew-point-temperature method. In his study, the average relative-humidity
error with the sling psychrometer was reported as +9%, whereas the error with AN/TMQ-22 was
reported as +2%. Ahti, Sankola, and Heikkinen (1982) predicted relationships between the
relative-humidity errors of an aspirated psychrometer and a thin-film humidity sensor
(HUMICAP) installed outdoors inside a Stevenson screen (instrument shelter) and the actual
relative humidity. The measurement of relative humidity was seasonal, and the data were
calculated as 10-day moving averages of psychrometer-HUMICAP differences. The standard
deviation of the differences was 2.5~3.0% RH, and the psychrometer-HUMICAP difference
decreased when the relative humidity increases with slope of –0.09 and intercept of 7.54. Lemon
and Mangan (2000) tested temperature and relative humidity accuracies for eight digital weather
meters including a Kestrel 3000 against a single sling psychrometer reading in an uncontrolled
environment. They reported the Kestrel’s temperature accuracy as +0.1 °F, and the relative
humidity accuracy as –4%. White (2011) empirically record the relative humidity readings of a
sling psychrometer and a Kestrel 3000 from random field data without any statistical analysis,
and found that the Kestrel relative humidity was approximately 5~6% lower than the relative
humidity from sling psychrometer. Afterward their Kestrel meter was sent to the manufacturer
for the calibration, and they double-checked the humidity by sending the instrument to a
scientific instrument testing and calibration lab. The manufacturer and testing lab reported the
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relative humidity of Kestrel was within design specifications, and White concluded the relative
humidity from their sling psychrometer is relatively high.

2.1.3 Hypotheses and purpose of the study
The concern of this study is to test whether a Kestrel 3000 produces results that are
acceptable to support fieldwork by comparison with the sling psychrometer. To verify the
credibility of our Kestrel 3000 for humidity and temperature, there needs to be a quantification
and comparison of the statistical relationship between our digital weather meter and the sling
psychrometer. Linear regression analyses between temperatures of both instruments, and also
between relative humidities of both instruments were selected as a quantification method. The
following hypotheses are tested.

Hypothesis 1: Between temperatures of Kestrel 3000 and sling psychrometer:

{

H0: The slope between Kestrel temperature and sling psychrometer is 1, and the intercept of
the same model is 0.
HA: Not H0.

Hypothesis 2: Between relative humidities of Kestrel 3000 and sling psychrometer:

{

H0: The slope between Kestrel relative humidity and sling-psychrometer relative humidity is
1, and the intercept of the same model is 0.
HA: Not H0.
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2.2 Material and methods
2.2.1 Variables: wet- and dry-bulb temperatures and relative humidity
The variables for this experiment were temperature and relative humidity. The Kestrel
3000 can collect atmospheric temperatures and relative humidity; however, the sling
psychrometer can only collect the dry-bulb temperature (ambient temperature) and the wet-bulb
temperature. Thus four variables were collected: temperature (<BCDE.CF ) in Fahrenheit and relative
humidity (@ABCDE.CF ) in percent acquired from the Kestrel 3000, and wet-bulb temperature (<G )
in Fahrenheit and dry-bulb temperature (<H ) in Fahrenheit from the sling psychrometer. <G and
<H were used to compute the relative humidity ( @ADF-IJ ) from the sling psychrometer
measurements; see (2.4) – (2.7).
For completeness, the Fahrenheit to Celsius conversions is calculated for all the
temperatures with following equation,

<K =

5
< − 32
9 M

(2.3)

where <K is a temperature in Celsius scale and <M is a temperature in Fahrenheit scale.
Relative humidity is the ratio between the partial pressure of the water vapor present and
the partial pressure of potential saturated water vapor at a given temperature and barometric
pressure (Parish & Putnam, 1977). The unit of relative humidity is percent (%). The maximum
capacity of water vapor amount for a given air temperature is fixed, and this capacity
increases/decreases as air temperature increases/decreases. Relative humidity (@ANF-IJ ) can be
calculated with wet- and dry-bulb temperatures from (2.4), where OG is the saturation vapor
pressure in saturated air, OH is the saturation vapor pressure in dry air, P is a conversion factor, 9
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is the mean atmospheric pressure, and Δ< is the difference between the dry- and wet-bulb
temperatures (Huang, Zhang, Yang, & Jin, 2013; Parish & Putnam, 1977).

@ADF-IJ =

OG − P×9×Δ<
OH
?S.8T#×UV

OG = 6.112×R UV W#XT.YS

OH =

?S.8T#×UZ
6.112×R UZ W#XT.YS

P = 0.00066×(1 + 0.00115×<G )

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

The coefficients in (2.5) and (2.6) are empirical values (Sadeghi, Peters, Cobos, Loescher,
& Campbell, 2013) so they vary slightly among researchers (Buck, 1981; Dilley, 1968; Huang et
al., 2013; Singh, Singh, Singh, & Sawhney, 2002). In our research, the coefficients applied was
the one suggested by Buck (1981). For the mean atmospheric pressure 9, the value 1013 hPa was
applied. The temperature difference Δ< was calculated by subtracting <G from <H after converted
into Celsius scale (Butler & García-Suárez, 2012; Huang et al., 2013).

2.2.2 Devices for temperature and relative humidity measurement
The Kestrel 3000’s temperature measuring accuracy is ±0.9°F (±0.5 °C) with a resolution
of 0.1°F. The Kestrel 3000’s temperature range is from –20.0°F to 158.0°F. Its measuring
accuracy of relative humidity is ±3.0 %, the resolution is 0.1 %, and its specification range of
relative humidity is 5% to 95% (Nielsen-Kellerman, 2014).
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The WEKSLER® sling psychrometer has analogue, glass thermometers filled with
kerosene, whose range is –20°F to 120°F. The measuring accuracy of temperature for the
thermometers on the psychrometer is ±1.5°F, and the resolution is 1°F (Kevin Marks of Weksler
Glass Thermometer Corporation, personal communication, January 18, 2017). The temperaturematched pair of glass thermometers are used for the sling psychrometer to minimize the relativehumidity errors. The wick of the wet-bulb thermometer was wetted only with distilled water
ensure accuracy and consistency (Kilby, McManus, & Cumberland, 1993). A digital timer was
used to keep the swinging time, which was 90 seconds in every trial.

2.2.3 Data collection environment
The data collection was performed indoors. Data were collected year round to generally
produce a wide range of temperature and humidity conditions. However, the indoor environment
was manipulated with heaters, air conditioners, humidifiers, and dehumidifiers to produce a wide
range of temperature and humidity conditions. The temperature and humidity data were collected
simultaneously with Kestrel 3000 and the sling psychrometer.

2.2.4 Data collection procedures
The sling psychrometer was swung simultaneously with the Kestrel 3000 running until the
timer alarm went off. At the alarm, the measurer pressed hold button to freeze the record of the
Kestrel 3000, then wrote down the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures first on the field book. Then
the temperature and the relative humidity from Kestrel 3000 were recorded. After recording all
the observations on the set, Kestrel 3000 was released from the frozen screen. This procedure
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was repeated in various temperatures and humidity conditions, and the number of total
observation was 175.

2.2.5 Data preparations
Because none of the equipment has the ability to record the measurements digitally, the
data were recorded on paper and then transcribed into Microsoft Excel. To calculate relative
humidity from psychrometric data, (2.4) – (2.7) were implemented using Wolfram Mathematica®
(Wolfram, 1999). The final dataset has four variables: dry-bulb temperature and relative
humidity derived from the sling psychrometer data, and temperature and relative humidity
directly measured using Kestrel 3000. These data were used for linear regression analysis with
the R statistical software system (Kabacoff, 2015; Teetor, 2011).

2.2.6 Statistical analyses
The two analyses were performed. The first was with dry-bulb temperature from sling
psychrometer vs. temperature from Kestrel 3000. The second analysis was to check the
relationship between the relative humidity derived from sling psychrometer data and the relative
humidity measured by Kestrel 3000. The one-way linear regression models were performed to
check the slope of the regression line is approximately one and the intercept of the regression
line is approximately zero.
The diagnostic statistical analyses were followed to check independence of observations,
linear

relationship

of

dependent

and

independent

variables,

homoscedasticity and normality of the residuals of the regression lines.
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existence

of

outliers,

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Comparison of temperatures
2.3.1.1 Temperature data characteristics

Each observation of both dry-bulb temperatures from sling-psychrometer and temperature
from Kestrel 3000 were collected simultaneously. Both variables are continuous numerical
variables, and each data measurement was independent. Thus linear regression analysis with
these variables were conducted to appraise their relationship.

2.3.1.2 Linear regression model for temperatures

One-way linear regression analysis between dry-temperature from sling psychrometer and
Kestrel temperature were performed.
Table 2.1 shows the coefficients results, and there is a positive correlation between the two
variables with F(1, 173) = 3.26 × 104, % ≪ 0.01, and @# = 0.995. The regression model is shown
in (2.8), where <H.] is the dry-bulb temperature (°C) measured with the sling psychrometer and
<BCDE.CF is the temperature measured with the Kestrel 3000 (°C). A unit change in Kestrel
temperature produced a 1.017 °C degree change in the dry-bulb temperature.
<H.] = −0.565 + 1.017 ∙ <BCDE.CF

(2.8)

In Table 2.1, the %-value of the constant term was significant (% ≪ 0.01), so the hypothesis
that the constant value is zero is rejected. However, the constant value of 0.565 °C is only
slightly off from the machine error range of Kestrel 3000 weather meter, which is ±0.5 °C.
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2.3.1.3 Diagnosis of the linear regression model for temperatures
The linearity between two temperatures (<H.] and <BCDE.CF ) and the existence of severe
outliers were checked with a scatter plot with fitted line in Figure 2.3. The data appear to have a
linear relationship, and there seems to be no severe outliers. A residual plot between Kestrel
temperatures and dry-bulb temperatures is presented in Figure 2.4. The lack of a trend in the
point cloud suggests that the residuals are uncorrelated, which confirms that the Kestrel
temperatures follow a linear relationship with the sling psychrometer temperatures. The shape of
the point cloud suggests the relationship is homoscedastic because the shape of the cloud seems
to lack any trend. To confirm homoscedasticity, Non-constant Variance (NCV) Test (" # = 4.89,
% = 0.03) and Studentized Breusch-Pagan test (_9 = 4.07, % = 0.04) were performed. The result
of both NCV and Breusch-Pagan test shows that the residuals of the linear regression of two
temperatures can be considered as homoscedastic when ` = 0.01.
Normality of the residuals was diagnosed. A normal Q-Q plot for residuals is provided in
Figure 2.5, and the result of Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test (a = 0.99, % = 0.14) shows the
residuals of the regression model is normally distributed. Skewness (–0.15, b. O. = 0.18) and
kurtosis (0.45, b. O. = 0.37) confirms the normality of the data.

Table 2.1: Linear Regression for dry-bulb temperature acquired from a sling psychrometer.
Coefficients
Explanatory Variables

Estimate

Standard
Error

t-statistic

p-value

Constant

– 0.565

0.135

– 4.197

4.32 × 10–5

Temperature from Kestrel 3000
Weather Station (°C, TKestrel)

1.017

0.006

180.425

≪ 0.01

Dependent Variable: Dry-bulb temperature (°C, Tdry)
R2 = 0.995, F(1, 173) = 3.26 ×104, p-value << 0.01
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Figure 2.3: Scatterplot with linear regression line fitted.
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2.3.2 Comparison of relative humidities
2.3.2.1 Relative humidity data characteristics

Each observation of both relative humidities from the sling-psychrometer and from the
Kestrel 3000 are continuous numerical variables, and each observation of the data measurement
was independent. Thus linear regression analysis with these variables were conducted to appraise
the relationship between relative humidity from sling psychrometer and relative humidity of
Kestrel 3000 weather station.
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2.3.2.2 Linear regression model for relative humidities

One-way linear regression analysis between relative humidity from sling psychrometer
(@ANF-IJ ) and relative humidity from Kestrel 3000 (@ABCDE.CF ) were accomplished. Table 2.2: (a)
shows the coefficients results, and there is a positive correlation between the two variables with
F(1,173) = 3147, % ≪ 0.01, and @# = 0.948. The regression model is shown in (2.9), where
@ANF-IJ is the relative humidity (%) measured with the sling psychrometer and @ABCDE.CF is the
relative humidity measured with the Kestrel 3000 (%). A unit change in relative humidity from
Kestrel produced a 1.003% change in the relative humidity from sling psychrometer.
@ANF-IJ = − 0.094 + 1.003 ∙ @ABCDE.CF

(2.9)

In Table 2.2 (a), the , %-value of constant was greater than 0.05, so that the constant value
can be assumed to be zero. The linear regression model suppressing intercept, which is expressed
in (2.10), was also fitted, and the result is shown in Table 2.2 (b). For the intercept-suppressed
regression model, F(1, 174) = 7.925 × 104, % ≪ 0.01, and @# = 0.998.
@ANF-IJ = 1.001 ∙ @ABCDE.CF

(2.10)

2.3.2.3 Diagnosis of the linear regression model for relative humidities
The linearity between two relative humidities (@ANF-IJ and @ABCDE.CF ) and the existence of
severe outliers were checked with a scatter plot with fitted line in Figure 2.6. Also, a residual vs.
fitted plot between relative humidity from sling psychrometer and the relative humidity from
Kestrel is presented in Figure 2.7. The pattern of point cloud of the residuals is uncorrelated and
no trend is apparent. This implies that the relative humidity from the Kestrel follows a linear
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relationship with the relative humidity from the sling psychrometer, and the zero mean suggests
the relationship is unbiased. To check homoscedasticity of the residuals, Non-constant Variance
(NCV) Test (" # = 4.46, % = 0.03) and Studentized Breusch-Pagan test (_9 = 6.52, % > 0.01)
were performed. The result of both NCV and Breusch-Pagan test shows that the residuals of the
linear regression of two relative humidities can be considered as homoscedastic when ` = 0.01.
The shape of the point cloud looks mostly homoscedastic because it is hard to find a trend from
the shape of the cloud (Figure 2.7).

Table 2.2: Linear Regression for relative humidities acquired from a sling psychrometer and Kestrel 3000
(a) Non-suppressed Regression model with constant value
Explanatory Variables

Coefficients
Estimate

Standard Error

Constant

–0.094

Relative humidity from Kestrel 3000
Weather Station (%, @ABCDE.CF )

1.003

t-statistic

p-value

0.944

–0.100

0.921

0.018

56.100

≪ 0.01

t-statistic

p-value

281.519

≪ 0.01

Dependent Variable: Relative humidity from sling psychrometer (%, @ANF-IJ )
@ # = 0.948, F(1,173) = 3147, %-value ≪ 0.01
(b) Suppressed Regression model without constant value
Explanatory Variables

Coefficients
Estimate

Standard Error

Relative humidity from Kestrel 3000
Weather Station (%, @ABCDE.CF )

1.001

0.004

Dependent Variable: Relative humidity from sling psychrometer (%, @ANF-IJ )
@ # = 0.998, F(1,174) = 7.925 × 104, %-value ≪ 0.01
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Normality of the residuals were diagnosed with a normal Q-Q plot for residuals (Figure 2.8)
and the Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test. The result of Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test (a = 0.99,
% = 0.84) shows the residual of the regression model is normally distributed. Skewness (– 0.13,
b. O. = 0.18) and kurtosis (– 0.62, b. O. = 0.37) confirms the normality of the data.

2.4 Discussion
What was found is that the Kestrel 3000 is suitable for making meteorological
measurements for land-surveying purposes, especially in temperate climate zone, e.g.
northeastern U.S. Initially, one of the expectation is that the temperature from the Kestrel
weather meter and dry-bulb temperature from sling psychrometer would have linear relationship
close to a slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. In other words, the temperature increment/decrement
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levels measured by the Kestrel weather meter and the sling psychrometer are supposed to be
identical, and the temperature errors of the Kestrel weather meter is negligible when compared to
the measurement of the sling psychrometer. Also the other expectation is that the humidity from
the Kestrel and the humidity from sling psychrometer would have identical linear relationship of
slope 1 and intercept 0, meaning relative-humidity increment/decrement levels of the Kestrel
weather meter and the sling psychrometer are identical and the relative-humidity error of the
Kestrel weather meter compared to the sling psychrometer is negligible.
In the case of the temperature comparison, the slope was 1.017, which means a unit change
of temperature from Kestrel corresponds nearly identically to a unit change of temperature from
sling psychrometer. The intercept was –0.565 (% < 0.01), which means the sling psychrometer’s
dry-bulb temperature thermometer is about 0.565 °C lower than the temperature from Kestrel
weather station. However, this is essentially the accuracy of Kestrel 3000 thermometer, which is
±0.5°C (±0.9°F) (Nielsen-Kellerman; 2014). A sensitivity analysis for the ratio between the
partial derivative (Blanchard, Devaney, & Hall, 2012; Caracotsios & Stewart, 1985; Dickinson &
Gelinas, 1976; Tenenbaum & Pollard, 1963) of the Air Refractive Index according to
temperature and the Air Refractive Index in (2.2) shows this is a negligible error. For example,
the ratio was –1.06 × 10-4 when the environmental condition is 15 °C of temperature, 1013.25
hPa of air pressure, and 50% of RH.
For the relative humidity, the linear regression model gives –0.094 (% = 0.921) for the
intercept value, which was not significantly different from zero. This means the kestrel
measurements of relative humidity have a negligible bias compared to those of the sling
psychrometer. So, adopting the linear model with a forced-zero intercept is reasonable (Casella,
1983; Hahn, 1977; Turner, 1960). The slope was 1.003 for the non-intercept-suppressed linear
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model, and 1.001 for intercept-suppressed linear model. Both cases, the slope is fairly close to 1.
This means a unit change in relative humidity from Kestrel and unit change in relative humidity
from sling psychrometer can be considered identical. Relative humidity is computed from
temperature (Huang, Zhang, Yang, & Jin, 2013; Parish & Putnam, 1977), and the relative
humidity model is almost perfect in spite of using temperatures with the aforementioned bias.
This supports our assertion that the temperature bias is negligible.
Kestrel 3000 model was the only digital handheld weather station used in this study, and
WEKSLER® Model #315-1 was the only sling psychrometer that was used. Thus, it would be
inappropriate to conclude that the result of this paper will represent all kinds of digital handheld
weather stations and all kinds of sling psychrometers. Indeed, it is unable to show that all Kestrel
3000s work like the one used in this study. Nonetheless, the Kestrel 3000 used in this study
performed as advertised according to the demonstration of this study, and it might be reasonable
to generalize that the result applies to all units of that model unless a specific unit’s performance
becomes suspect.
The use of a sling psychrometer doesn’t imply that the psychrometer is considered as an
absolute standard for temperature and relative humidity. The critical reason to compare the
Kestrel 3000 to a sling psychrometer is because sling psychrometers have a well-established
history of being used to collect weather variables in the field, and many experts, professionals,
and scientists, for example firefighters, museum technicians, and ecologists, have believed the
use of a sling psychrometer is more reliable (Blackman & Tansley, 1905; Lemon & Mangan,
2000; Roberts & Smith, 1979; Thomson, 1986). This is because the measurements from the two
analog thermometers in a sling psychrometer can be read directly without any other processes
(American Warehousemen’s Association, 1922), the measurements are consistent, and also
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calibration is not required. Also, the difference of the accuracy from sling psychrometers made
by other manufacturers were not considered in our study.
The experiment was performed indoors to provide a somewhat controlled environment.
Lacking an environmental testing chamber, it was unable to collect data of all combinations of
temperatures and humidities. The data range was around 3 °C – 38 °C for temperature, and
around 30% – 80% for relative humidity. The temperature range is approximately similar to
actual surveying conditions in northeastern U.S. but extremely hot or cold were not covered by
our data. Also, the relative-humidity range did not cover all possible field conditions, such as
arid climate zones or tropical rainforest climate zones.
A Kestrel weather meter uses a polymer capacitive humidity sensor, which is known to
have certain kinds of errors (most of which are common to all sensors): they can be slightly
nonlinear, biased, possess hysteresis, and might be miscalibrated (Delapierre, Grange, Chambaz,
& Destannes, 1983; Gu, Huang, & Qin, 2004; Kang & Wise, 2000; Kulwicki, 1991; Ralston,
1995; Rotronic Instrument, n.d.). Although the manufacturer should have its own algorithm to
correct these errors, the capacitive humidity sensors tend to de-calibrate as times goes by so
periodic calibration of the weather meter is necessary (Griesel, Theel, Niemand, & Lanzinger,
2012; Wang et al., 2002).
Assuming a periodic calibration of the Kestrel 3000 is assured, the temperature and relative
humidity measurements for surveying purpose with the Kestrel weather meter appear to adequate.
However, a verification with broader range of data using an environmental testing chamber and
another verification in outdoor conditions with all the environmental noises could strengthen the
reliability of using Kestrel weather meter in surveying fields.
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Appendix 2A: Raw observations from Kestrel 3000 and WEKSLER®
Sling Psychrometer (Model #315-1)
Sling Psychrometer
Wet-bulb
Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F) Temp. (°F)
68
85
52
64
41
58
62
74
40
71
62
39
52
33
63
68
49
39
65
37
78
78
82
71
80
40
50
59
63
86
36
41
67
46

80
93
63
79
50
68
73
87
49
82
74
47
61
38
73
75
57
48
82
46
88
96
99
90
100
48
61
68
78
94
44
50
81
54

Kestrel 3000
Sling Psychrometer
Ambient
Relative
Wet-bulb
Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%) Temp. (°F) Temp. (°F)
80.0
93.2
63.2
80.5
50.9
71.3
74.7
87.5
51.6
83.9
74.9
46.9
61.5
39.1
74.5
74.3
58.4
49.2
81.1
46.9
87.9
94.7
98.0
89.1
98.7
48.7
61.8
69.0
76.7
93.8
46.1
48.9
80.4
54.4

55.1
70.0
44.0
42.9
40.3
51.1
52.8
52.5
38.1
59.4
46.0
41.8
51.7
56.3
56.5
71.8
52.0
40.4
42.0
39.8
64.4
45.8
50.4
41.5
44.8
43.0
44.2
61.0
42.8
72.8
39.7
42.5
53.4
52.0

43
74
58
75
54
71
62
36
72
74
37
69
59
87
88
38
73
49
69
43
54
34
60
56
79
74
76
51
73
73
74
51
72
53

51

52
92
68
85
62
80
71
43
90
91
45
76
65
95
95
46
91
58
83
52
61
40
67
65
92
83
85
62
89
89
83
56
90
63

Kestrel 3000
Ambient
Relative
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%)
52.3
42.1
90.2
46.8
68.9
54.5
86.0
62.1
62.9
59.4
79.1
66.3
69.8
61.6
44.2
44.0
91.0
42.8
89.9
46.4
45.9
43.8
75.6
72.0
64.6
69.2
93.8
74.8
94.4
76.3
47.3
42.9
90.9
43.9
57.8
52.6
82.9
49.8
52.4
41.3
61.8
64.9
40.4
52.6
67.1
63.9
65.5
55.3
93.8
57.4
83.0
64.4
86.9
64.8
62.5
43.5
89.4
48.8
86.8
50.5
84.8
63.0
58.9
70.6
89.4
44.5
64.9
53.2
(continue to the next page)

(continued from the previous page)
Sling Psychrometer
Kestrel 3000

Sling Psychrometer

Ambient
Relative
Wet-bulb
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%) Temp. (°F)

Wet-bulb
Temp. (°F)

Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F)

64
59
53
61
59
72
54
48
39
46
69
62

73
72
64
74
72
88
64
60
49
55
85
71

73.8
73.3
64.5
76.4
72.5
87.1
62.0
62.0
49.2
57.9
85.6
71.3

62.3
43.6
46.3
50.1
49.6
48.1
53.5
42.3
37.6
49.7
48.7
60.3

44
50
48
70
48
72
55
88
39
45
79
66

55
60
60
84
56
91
67
94
47
57
96
73

56.0
59.6
57.5
83.4
56.9
91.2
68.6
94.6
47.5
55.0
95.5
72.9

39.9
48.5
42.1
49.5
55.5
42.3
44.1
75.9
42.4
37.2
48.5
69.9

62

74

75.8

48.9

73

85

84.7

57.5

79
57
74
51
64
39
78
44
73
75
49
35
67
61
58
49
55
79
56
65
65
68
87
79
68

90
68
86
62
79
48
95
56
92
86
58
40
84
69
72
59
66
97
65
77
80
83
94
97
85

89.4
68.8
86.2
63.9
78.4
48.0
95.2
56.8
91.3
85.8
59.7
42.8
83.8
70.7
72.0
60.5
69.1
96.8
65.4
79.9
81.3
82.6
93.8
95.8
86.9

62.5
46.5
56.9
43.3
42.8
38.1
48.5
34.2
44.4
58.2
50.6
55.5
45.1
66.8
44.5
43.1
49.7
43.3
57.0
50.2
44.0
51.9
74.3
49.1
44.6

47
72
41
80
42
46
53
69
59
44
57
41
59
46
69
50
57
85
61
78
64
84
43
75
49

56
78
50
90
52
54
63
82
66
54
66
50
66
58
81
60
65
94
77
95
79
93
55
84
58
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Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F)

Kestrel 3000
Ambient
Relative
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%)

57.3
49.2
78.3
71.6
50.2
42.2
90.1
63.1
53.2
43.0
53.6
55.7
63.7
45.5
81.4
50.6
65.6
68.0
52.5
45.9
67.4
57.4
52.1
39.7
66.9
63.7
56.1
37.8
79.7
54.0
60.3
45.5
66.3
61.4
94.1
66.8
77.6
37.9
93.5
47.9
79.9
43.9
93.8
66.1
55.3
37.2
84.8
65.8
58.9
51.4
(continue to the next page)

(continued from the previous page)
Sling Psychrometer
Kestrel 3000

Sling Psychrometer

Ambient
Relative
Wet-bulb
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%) Temp. (°F)

Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F)

Kestrel 3000

Wet-bulb
Temp. (°F)

Dry-bulb
Temp. (°F)

Ambient
Relative
Temp. (°F) Humidity (%)

69

78

78.4

65.1

87

95

94.1

74.0

63
65
74

78
72
89

78.4
72.7
88.7

44.7
68.2
51.6

39
70
78

48
83
89

47.7
83.1
88.7

41.9
55.2
65.0

45
48

58
56

55.8
57.7

37.1
49.8

60
63

79
69

76.5
70.4

32.4
68.3

41
68

51
73

48.3
72.3

44.0
79.6

72
72

91
91

91.0
91.1

42.7
42.7

64
64

72
71

72.0
70.8

65.1
68.0

51
54

62
67

64.2
66.3

43.7
41.0

58
35

72
41

74.8
41.4

40.3
53.7

72
88

90
94

90.7
93.2

44.9
74.2

63
48

75
56

76.6
57.9

46.6
51.3

79
43

91
53

91.5
51.4

57.3
43.8

72
60

90
74

89.4
73.5

43.4
44.9

46

58

57.8

37.0
(End of the table)
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Chapter 3
The effect of sky obstruction and humidity on the accuracy
of RTK positioning in a broadleaf forest in the Northeastern
U.S.

Abstract

Broadleaf canopies inject water vapor into the atmosphere during the leaf-on season
(evapotranspiration), and water vapor is a component of the error budget for satellite-based
positioning, such as with global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. The leaves in
broadleaf canopies can also create multipath, attenuate the GNSS signals, and cause cycle slips.
Therefore, GNSS positioning accuracy could be negatively correlated with the presence of leaves.
Real-time GNSS positioning, such as real-time kinematic (RTK), can use as few as two
observations to determine a position, so it is reasonable to study whether tree canopies affect
real-time positioning more than longer occupations. Connecticut is well-suited for such a study
because it is widely covered with a temperate broadleaf forest, has a largely intact First-Order
benchmark control network, and also has a real-time network. More than 500 RTK-determined
positions were collected in leaf-on (241) and leaf-off (261) conditions, along with concurrent
relative humidity and temperature measurements. Also, percent sky obstruction above each
benchmark was derived from a hemispherical photograph at each site. The means of the random
distributions of the individual coordinates (eastings, northings, ellipsoid heights) were compared
using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and rank analysis of covariance (RANCOVA). When
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surface absolute humidity was a covariate, contrary to previous findings, there was no significant
correlation between canopy status (leaf-on/leaf-off) and positioning accuracy. When sky
obstruction was a covariate, also there was no significant correlation between canopy status and
positioning accuracy for easting, northing, and ellipsoid-height errors. The humidity measured
only at the Earth’s surface level might not fully represent the actual wet delay, which results
from summing the absolute humidity encountered by the signal between the transmitter to the
receiver. Certainly the measured humidity is an underestimate of the total, so the accuracy
scatterplots’ abscissae are compressed, but it is hard to see how the full answer would change the
results. These results might imply that the GNSS receivers used in this study might have
firmware to correct for multipath and humidity and they might operate better than conventional
wisdom suggests.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Overview
Degradation of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning is unavoidable
whenever GNSS surveying is performed close to a tree canopy because the signals coming from
the satellites are blocked, affected by multipath, or attenuated by tree leaves and woody materials
in the canopy. Broadleaf trees inject water vapor into the atmosphere through evapotranspiration,
and water vapor is also a component of the GNSS error budget. This was studied for static
occupations in networks by peer researchers (e.g. Hasegawa & Yoshimura, 2003; Meyer, Bean,
Ferguson, & Naismith, 2002; Sigrist, Coppin, & Hermy, 1999) who found that accuracy
decreased with increasing canopy coverage. Real-time kinematic (RTK) accuracy under
broadleaf canopy has not been carefully studied. Although the fundamental positioning
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processing – relative positioning with double-differenced phase observables – is the same for
RTK and for static, simultaneously processing the observations from a network of receivers
allows for a least-squares adjustment of all the unknowns, which greatly enhances the robustness
of the solution. With RTK, the survey is between only two receivers, no network is available to
mitigate errors. Given the commonplace usage of RTK nowadays, it is worthwhile to examine
RTK performance in situ, applying a statistical analysis to control environmental factors. In this
study we focused on the quantification of differences of positioning errors between leaf-on and
leaf-off conditions with humidity and sky obstruction as covariates using an analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) and a rank analysis of covariance (RANCOVA or rank ANCOVA).

3.1.2 Background
3.1.2.1 Positioning methods

Static positioning: The term static positioning refers to an occupation strategy in which
GNSS receivers are erected atop tripods and left to collect data for relatively long periods. The
Texas Department of Transportation (2016) guidelines indicate that their static-positioning
occupation time must be minimum of 12 minutes for baselines up to 30 km, and others
recommend occupation periods as short as 20 minutes (Connecticut Association of Land
Surveyors, 2008; Eckl, Snay, Soler, Cline, & Mader, 2001). The usual occupation time to
achieve survey-level accuracy is five hours (Zilkoski, D'Onofrio, & Frakes, 1997), or even
longer. Static positioning also implies that at least two receivers are collecting observations
simultaneously so that phase-differencing error mitigation can be applied (Leick, Rapoport, &
Tatarnikov, 2015; Teunissen & Kleusberg, 1998). Some of these receivers might occupy control
points, and such are called base stations or reference stations (Van Sickle, 2008). Base stations
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might occupy passive survey markers, such as National Geodetic Survey (NGS) benchmarks and
monuments, and they might also be permanent installations atop buildings or towers. Permanent
base stations are called continuously operating reference stations (CORS) (Snay & Soler,
2008). After the survey, the raw observations are post-processed with a least squares adjustment
to estimate the unknowns, quantify the unknowns’ uncertainties, and to detect blunders or
outliers. Phase differencing produces high-accuracy baselines between the receivers, which
establishes their relative locations very accurately. Static positioning generally produces the most
accurate results because it employs phase differencing and it has long observation times, which
provides the statistics ample data to work with.
Real-time kinematic: Real-time kinematic (RTK) is another type of occupation strategy
that also uses phase-differencing between a (single) base station and another receiver, which for
RTK is called a rover. The rover might or might not be moving. If it is moving, like in an
aircraft providing photogrammetry control, it is performing a kinematic survey, which is outside
the scope of this investigation. If it is not moving, it is performing a static RTK survey. The
fundamental difference between static RTK and static surveying is that, with RTK, the rover
performs the phase differencing in real time, which produces the positions in the field – not post
processed. RTK solutions can be available with as few as two epochs of data (Leick et al., 2015;
Teunissen & Kleusberg, 1998), and they can be just as accurate as post-processed solutions, at
least in principle. The rover receives the base-station’s observables via some kind of
communication link, like ultra-high frequency (UHF) or very high frequency (VHF) radios,
broad spectrum radios, or cellular modems over the Internet. The rover’s phase-differencing
process computes the baseline from the base station (Henning, 2011; Wegener & Wanninger,
2005). Adding the baseline, which is a geocentric Cartesian vector, to the base station’s
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geocentric Cartesian coordinates produces the geocentric Cartesian coordinates of the rover. The
accuracy of the solution depends on how successfully the phase differencing eliminated the
errors in the observables as well as whether the processing successfully chose the proper values
for the range integer ambiguities (Leick et al., 2015; Strang & Borre, 1997). The error
cancelation in phase differencing works on the assumption that the errors at the base station will
be similar to those at the rover, which is likely to be true so long as they are relatively near one
another. The industry standard for this distance isn’t consistent, but 20 km seems to be a
reasonable limit. (El-Rabbany, 2006; Henning, 2011; Leick et al., 2015).
Some authors have suggested that the phrase “classic RTK” means that the base station is
not a CORS and the communication link would typically be a radio (Henning, 2011). The more
modern approach is for the rover to communicate over the Internet to a network of multiple
permanent reference stations, such as CORS network, via cellphone technology (Snay & Soler,
2008), which would be called real-time network (RTN) or network RTK. Rovers using a RTN
communicate with digital computers that serve them the base stations’ observables rather than
communicating with the base stations directly as with (classical) RTK. When working with a
single-base RTK method, the RTN tests multiple baseline lengths and finds the nearest CORS to
the rover (Henning, 2011). The corrections are transferred to the rover from this nearest CORS
through the Internet using the Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP)
(Weber, Dettmering, & Gebhard, 2005) – RTCM is the acronym of Radio Technical
Commission for Maritime Services. The benefit of using a RTN is that surveyors don’t need to
deploy their own base station, which made RTK surveying more simple and a time saver, and
there are no security issues from having one’s own base station stolen or tampered with
(Henning, 2011). RTN enables surveyors to move further than working with traditional RTK,
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because the communication distance through cellular modem is much longer than the radio-link
coverage of classical RTK (El-Mowafy, Fashir, Al Marzooqi, Al Habbai, & Babiker, 2003; Hu,
Khoo, Goh, & Law, 2003).
A RTN can operate with multiple base stations simultaneously. There are several multibase RTN positioning methods such as virtual reference station (VRS), master-auxiliary, and
reverse processing (Henning, Martin, Schrock, Thompson, & Snay, 2013). In this study VRS is
the only method considered because it is the only one offered by the Connecticut RTN, the
Advanced Continuous Operating Reference Network (ACORN), which is managed by
University of Connecticut’s Department of Natural Resources and the Environment and the
Connecticut Department of Transportation (CTDOT). In the VRS method, a non-physical
imaginary reference station is realized by interpolating the observations from the physical base
stations, providing the fiction that the surveyor is doing RTK with a base station that is only a
few meters away (Hu et al., 2003; Landau, Vollath, & Chen, 2002; Petovello, 2011; Talbot, Lu,
Allison, & Vollath, 2002). In principle the errors related to the baseline length are removed with
the VRS method because the virtual base station is extremely close to the rover (Landau et al.,
2002; Retscher, 2002). In this study, single-base RTK and VRS are used to collect the
positioning data.

3.1.2.2 Error sources of GNSS positioning

Signal attenuation: Signal attenuation is a loss of signal strength due to environmental
objects absorbing or dispersing some of the energy. Firth and Brownlie (1998) reported that tree
leaves attenuate GNSS signals, which can cause a receiver to lose lock on the signal (a cycle
slip). Cycle slips force a receiver to abandon its current differencing process and to restart it
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from scratch. Excessive cycle slips cause a receiver to fail to find a fixed-integer solution,
defeating the positioning altogether. Attenuation can also cause a receiver to incorrectly interpret
the digital signals, causing cyclic redundancy check (CRC) faults, parity faults, or even
misinterpretations of the binary data (Lachapelle, Henriksen, & Melgara, 1994; Pirti, 2005;
Savage, Ndzi, Seville, Vilar, & Austin 2003; Spilker, 1996).
Multipath: When a GNSS signal arrives at the receiver's antenna via more than one path,
the multiple signals interact electromagnetically creating constructive and destructive
interference patterns, which include (possibly substantial) phase shifts. This phenomenon is
called multipath, and it can introduce meters of error into positions. In precise GNSS
positioning, multipath has to be carefully considered (Braasch, 1996; Langley, 1998a; HofmannWellenhof, Lichtenegger, & Wasle, 2008). Regrettably, there appears to be no way to measure
multipath in situ so it cannot be accounted for directly in this study; it remains a confounding
variable.
Humidity: GNSS-signal delays occur when the signals pass through the troposphere.
About 90% of the tropospheric delay is caused by dry gases and is a function of atmospheric
pressure and temperature (Conley et al., 2005; Pullen & Rife, 2009). Dry delay is relatively
stable and can be removed by processing, whereas other 10% of the delay is caused by water
vapor (Groves, 2008; Langley, 1998b), which is called the wet delay. The spatial distribution of
atmospheric water vapor literally depends on the weather, and it is not possibly to model it today.
Relative humidity is the ratio of current water-vapor amount in an area and the potential
saturated water-vapor amount in the same area at certain temperature (Ahrens & Henson, 2015;
Grenci & Nese, 2001). Absolute humidity (g/m3) is the actual amount of water vapor in a unit
volume of air (regardless of the air temperature) (Ahrens & Henson, 2015). For this study,
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absolute humidity was the proper choice because it is the amount of water vapor in the air.
Because our team doesn’t have a weather station that can measure absolute humidity, we
measured relative humidity and ambient temperatures, and converted them to absolute humidity
as follows (Hall et al., 2015; Mander, 2012):

PA =

6.112 × R

?S.fSWU
UW#Xg.8

× @A × 2.1674
,
273.15 + <

(3.1)

where AH is absolute humidity (g/m3), RH is the relative humidity (%), T is the ambient
temperature in Celsius scale (°C), and e is the base of natural logarithm, a.k.a. Euler's number.
Sky obstruction (%): The degree of signal blockage by visible components of the error
budget can be quantified with sky obstruction. If a hemispherical photograph is taken toward the
zenith, all but sky pixels should be these signal-blocking features. Sky obstruction is the number
of obstructing pixels divided by the total number of the pixels in the circular area captured by a
vertical hemispherical photograph. The GNSS receivers collected data only from SVs 13° above
the horizon, so the pixels below this threshold were masked out. The calculation of sky
obstruction was based on Parent and Volin’s (2014) method.

3.1.2.3 Statistical analysis to compare multiple groups controlling unpredictable effects.

ANCOVA: Lacking anechoic chambers and other infrastructure necessary to perform a
controlled study, we sought to quantify RTK positioning degradation due to tree canopy and
humidity by applying a statistical analysis of in situ data. Consequently, this study is not
manipulative, it is mensurative (Finn, Maxwell, & Calver, 2002; Hurlbert, 1984; Krebs, 1999).
Without control to provide a comparative standard, there is high probability of confusing errors
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caused by unknown nuisance variables with errors from our independent variable (canopy
occlusion and humidity). ANCOVA is widely used in such situations because it is able to control
for the effects of variables that we do not want to examine (Steel, Torrie, & Dickey, 1997; Vogt,
2005). These variables are called covariates or control variables, and they should be in interval
or ratio scale (ibid.). In this study, ANCOVA is used to quantify the effect caused by tree-canopy
status with eliminating confounders which are the surface absolute humidity effect or sky
obstruction.
ANCOVA is known as a combined model of analysis of variance (ANOVA) and linear
regression (Milliken & Johnson, 2002). ANCOVA consists of a dependent variable in continuous
scale, one or more independent variables in categorical or ordinal scale, and one or more
covariates in continuous scale. The procedure of ANCOVA is (1) to verify whether the slopes of
the regression lines for each group are identical (assumption of parallel) and (2) to test whether
the group means are identical when a covariate is able to explain some portion of errors or
variations inside the dependent variable (Field, 2009; Rutherford, 2001). If there are differences
among the group means, then a post hoc test can follow. In this study, post hoc tests aren’t
needed because there are only two groups (leaf-on/leaf-off). Compared to ANOVA, ANCOVA
uses continuous covariate to control unwanted effects. Tabachnick and Fidell (2012) mentioned
that the statistical power of ANCOVA is increased by this process, which reduces the withingroup error variance in dependent variable.
RANCOVA: ANOVA and ANCOVA assume that the residuals of dependent variables are
distributed normally (among other assumptions). This assumption can be explored using
statistical tests such as Anderson–Darling test, Lilliefors test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and
Shapiro–Wilk test. The data here are the distributions of the easting, northing, and height
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residuals (difference from control value). ANCOVA can be performed when the normality
assumption of the dependent variable is violated, but the statistical power will be weakened.
Quade (1967) introduced RANCOVA, a nonparametric counterpart of ANCOVA (Conover &
Iman, 1982; Lawson, 1983). In Quade’s method, both the dependent variable and all covariates
are rank-transformed regardless of the groups. With this rank-transformed data, the linear
regression model has to be performed, and residuals come from that linear regression analysis.
With these residuals and the grouping variable, ANOVA model can be made. The Quade’s
RANCOVA was performed to double check and compensate the statistical power of the
ANCOVA model of this study.

3.1.3 Literature Review
Static positioning is the method for survey-level positioning. Peer scientists have studied
the accuracy of static positioning under canopy environments. Meyer et al. (2002) investigated
the effect of broadleaf canopies (independent variable) on horizontal GNSS measurements
(dependent variable) with 20-minute static occupations. They occupied stations with a broad
range of sky obstructions, and each station was occupied twice: GPS-only and GPS/GLONASS.
Simple linear regression model was applied to each occupation. The slope of regression line for
the GPS-only setup was 2.32 mm per percent sky obstruction (@# = 0.82), and slope for the
GPS/GLONASS setup was 2.87 mm per percent sky obstruction (@# = 0.77), meaning the
accuracies of both setups deteriorate as percent sky obstruction increased. Also they found no
evidence that the GLONASS constellation either helped or hurt the GNSS horizontal accuracy
under broadleaf canopies. Hasegawa and Yoshimura (2003) confirmed that positional accuracies
of a static GNSS survey was decreased more under tree canopies than in the open. The mean
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horizontal error with 30-minute, dual-frequency, and carrier-phase GNSS observation was
0.029 m for treeless conditions, and the error increased to 0.415 m with 17.6% of sky openness.
For single-frequency static observations, the error was 0.226 m for the treeless condition, but the
error increased up to 0.894 m at 25.7% sky openness.
There was some research about the effect of forest canopy on RTK positioning accuracy.
Morales and Tsubouchi (2007) performed a statistical comparison of the performance between
RTK, differential global positioning system (DGPS), and the variation of DGPS called StarFire
for kinematic mode under tree-shading environments. They reported that (1) DGPS is less
accurate than other two, but the most robust with the existence of obstacles; (2) StarFire DGPS
has close accuracy to RTK in open sky, but it does not provide precise solution when signals are
blocked; and (3) RTK was most accurate, but frequently failed to find fixed-integer solutions
when nearby obstacles caused cyclic slips. Argiropoulou and Doucas (2015) investigated
positioning accuracy under broadleaf canopy in the conditions with and without leaves using
single-base RTK, VRS, master-auxiliary concept (MAC), and network DGPS. The horizontal
root mean square errors (RMSE) were simply compared according to positioning solutions and
canopy conditions (leaf-on/leaf-off). They reported the RMSE in leaf-on condition is almost
double of RMSE in leaf-off condition for all RTN solutions, but RMSEs are about same in
network DGPS solution. Overall, the data from leaf-off condition are more accurate than from
leaf-on condition. The authors ranked the approaches but their research doesn’t compare the
results with statistical tests, basing the conclusions only on a simple comparison of descriptive
statistics. Also RMSE cannot show the positive or negative tendencies of the positioning errors.
Pirti (2016) examined positional accuracies of VRS, area correction parameters (FKP,
Flächenkorrekturparameter in German), and static positioning in forest area. The data of that
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study was the differences between positions from each solution and from a total station.
Accuracies of both VRS and FKP are not as good as the accuracy of static positioning. They
commented that positions computed from attenuated signals tend to be less accurate, but static
positioning produced better accuracy than RTN. The data of their study cannot determine which
method, VRS vs. FKP, is more accurate. They also didn’t provide a statistical test, so statistical
power cannot be estimated. Generally, there is a gap on accuracy assessment about both RTK
under deciduous canopy conditions with and without foliage, which is the main concern of our
study.

3.1.4 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: After controlling the effect of surface absolute humidity, are the RTK
accuracies of leaf-on season and leaf-off season identical? For this question the hypothesis to
test is established as follows.

{

H0: Eliminating the effect of covariate, which is the surface absolute humidity, the RTK
errors of both leaf-on and leaf-off status are not significantly different.
HA: Eliminating the effect of covariate, which is the surface absolute humidity, the RTK
errors of both leaf-on and leaf-off status are significantly different.

Hypothesis 2: After controlling the effect of percent sky obstruction, are the RTK
accuracies of leaf-on season and leaf-off season identical? For this question the hypothesis to
test is established as follows.
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{

H0: Eliminating the effect of covariate, which is the sky obstruction, the RTK errors of both
leaf-on and leaf-off status are not significantly different.
HA: Eliminating the effect of covariate, which is the sky obstruction, the RTK errors of both
leaf-on and leaf-off status are significantly different..

3.2 Material and methods
3.2.1 First-order benchmarks and study locations
Survey markers are monuments with an identifiable point established on a permanent and
stable object such as bedrock or a concrete column. Although the terms survey marker and
benchmark are frequently used interchangeably, a benchmark is a specific type of a survey
marker whose elevation is known and refers to a vertical datum. In Connecticut, the vertical
control network was established and is maintained by NGS and CTDOT. The next-generation
Federal reference frame will shift vertical control from passive monuments to GNSS methods,
which underlines the importance of this study. Federal Geodetic Control Committee (1984)
provides the horizontal and vertical standards of accuracy for survey markers. They are coarsely
categorized as First-, Second-, and Third-Order, and refined with sub-classes; the First-Order is
the most accurate class. This study occupied First-Order benchmarks only.
The benchmarks are in central and eastern Connecticut (Figure 3.1). These benchmarks are
near roads and highways, and their surroundings vary in landscape: under heavy forest canopy
cover, in the open space, in the urban area, and in the rural area. Tree species around the
benchmarks are mostly broadleaf trees including oaks (Quercus spp.) and maples (Acer spp.).
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Figure 3.1: The locations of the occupied NGS benchmarks in Connecticut.

3.2.2 Field data collection and variables
GNSS data collection: The data collection was performed for two seasons: the summer of
2012 with leaves on the trees (leaf-on) and the late fall of 2012 to early spring of 2013 while the
leaves were off the trees (leaf-off). The survey team occupied each benchmark multiple times
and with two different GNSS receivers (Leica GS15, Topcon HiperLite+). However, the means
of the positions produced by the different receivers were not statistically different, so no
distinction was made regarding receiver manufacturer – the data from all the receivers
were pooled into a single data set. Both GPS-only and GPS+GLONASS were observed for
every occupation using both single-base RTK and VRS modes, a total of four sets of coordinates
per session. Again, no difference was found for GPS and GPS+GLONASS, so these data were
likewise pooled into a single data set.
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Dependent variables: The GNSS positioning data of this project were reported in the
State Plane Coordinate System 1983, Connecticut zone (FIPS 0600), in meters. This coordinate
system uses a Lambert Conformal Conic map projection producing Cartesian (i.e. grid)
coordinates called eastings and northings. Grid coordinate systems lack any vertical information
altogether, so the vertical coordinates refer to the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS 80)
reference ellipsoid as placed by the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) 2000 realization.
Control coordinates were provided by Meyer, Arifuzzaman, & Massalski (2010) rather than
using the NGS coordinates because Meyer’s coordinates were quite recent compared to the last
time NGS occupied the stations, which was more than 30 years ago in some cases. Using
ellipsoid heights also allows geoid models to not be used, which would unhelpfully add another
uncertainty to the results. Thus, the dependent variables were three directional errors: easting
error (iO), northing error (ij), and ellipsoid-height error (ik). These errors were calculated
from:
lmnR)omp(qr Onnpns = tusRn+Rv wppnvm(qoRs − wp(onpr wppnvm(qoRs

or
iO, ij, ik = OxyD , jxyD , kxyD − {O{xIE.xF , j{xIE.xF , k{xIE.xF }

(3.2)

where, OxyD , jxyD , and kxyD are the easting, northing, and ellipsoid-height coordinates of
positioning data from the field, and O{xIE.xF , j{xIE.xF and k{xIE.xF are precise easting, northing,
and ellipsoid-height coordinates from Meyer et al. (2010). These three directional errors were
used as dependent variables for ANCOVA and RANCOVA.
Independent variable: Tree-canopy status is the independent variable for ANCOVA and
RANCOVA. The canopy status has two levels (leaf-on and leaf-off).
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Table 3.1: Variables and their descriptive statistics for ANCOVA and RANCOVA model.
(a) Variables in nominal scale (overall and split by tree canopy status)
Variable Name

*

Abbr

n

Percentage Comments

Independent Variable:
Tree canopy status

Canopy

502

100% Two-level categorical variable

Leaf-on condition

241

48% Reference level of tree-canopy status. Data collected during leafon.

Leaf-off condition

261

52% Data collected during late autumn to very early spring seasons
during leaf-off.

(b) Variables in interval scale (overall and split by tree canopy status)
Variable Name

*

Abbr

n

Mean ± S.D.

95% C.I.

502

10.96 ± 7.00

(10.35, 11.57)

241
261

17.17 ± 4.21
5.23 ± 3.07

(16.63, 17.70)
(4.85, 5.60)

502

22.20 ± 18.16

(20.61, 23.79)

241
261

28.34 ± 21.22
16.53 ± 12.37

(25.64, 31.03)
(15.02, 18.04)

502

0.42 ± 2.61

(0.25, 0.60)

241
261

0.38 ± 2.21
0.46 ± 1.82

(0.10, 0.66)
(0.24, 0.69)

502

– 0.40 ± 2.07

(– 0.58, – 0.22)

241
261

– 0.26 ± 2.18
– 0.53 ± 1.96

(– 0.53, 0.02)
(– 0.77. – 0.29)

502

– 1.02 ± 4.07

(– 1.38, – 0.66)

241
261

– 1.45 ± 4.65
– 0.62 ± 3.41

(– 2.04, – 0.86)
(– 1.03, – 0.20)

S.E.M. Comments

Covariate:
Absolute humidity (g/m3)

AH

Leaf-on condition
Leaf-off condition
Sky obstruction (%)

SkO

Leaf-on condition
Leaf-off condition

0.31 Grams of water vapor in a cubic
meter. Calculated from relative
0.27
humidity and temperatures.
0.19
0.81 Percentage of sky blocked by trees
and structures. Calculated from
1.37
field photographs taken by fish-eye
0.77
lens.

Dependent Variables:
Easting errors (cm)

ΔE

Leaf-on condition
Leaf-off condition
Northing errors (cm)

ΔN

Leaf-on condition
Leaf-off condition
Ellipsoid-height errors (cm)
Leaf-on condition
Leaf-off condition

ΔU

0.09 Horizontal RTK errors represented
by east (+) - west (–) direction.
0.14
0.11
0.09 Horizontal RTK errors represented
by north (+) - south (–) direction.
0.14
0.12
0.18 Ellipsoid-height RTK errors
represented by up (+) - down (–)
0.30
direction.
0.21

* Abbr: abbreviations, n: sample size, S.D.: standard deviation, C.I.: confidence interval, S.E.M.: standard error of mean.

Covariate: For ANCOVA and RANCOVA of this study, there were two covariates:
absolute humidity and sky obstruction. The absolute humidity was derived from relative
humidity (%) and ambient temperature (°C). The relative humidity and the air temperature were
collected with a Kestrel 3000 handheld weather station described in Chapter 2. The weather
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variables were collected from 1 m to 1.5 m above the ground and no more than 3 m from the
GNSS receiver during the occupation. The absolute humidity (g/m3) was computed with (3.1).
Sky obstruction was determined using a Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital camera with an FC-E8
fisheye-converter lens. It was mounted on a tripod and leveled using a two-axis camera-mounted
bubble level. This camera system was installed atop each benchmark and oriented towards the
zenith direction, and the height of the lens was approximately 1.9 m above ground level. The
exposure time was automatic and every image was taken with overcast skies and no direct
sunlight. Using ESRI’s ArcGIS 10.1 semi-automated approach (ISODATA algorithm), the
hemispherical images were classified as two classes (sky, non-sky). Details of the image
classification are in Parent and Volin (2014).
Summary of the variables and reason to select ANCOVA: The total sample size of the
directional errors of RTK was 502. There were 241 observations for leaf-on condition and 261
observations for leaf-off condition. Table 3.1 describes the dependent variables, independent
variable, and covariates, with descriptive statistics about these variables.

3.2.3 Statistical Analyses
Each directional error set (iO, ij, and ik) was separately analyzed with ANCOVA and
RANCOVA. Before these analyses, the directional error set was tested for the ANCOVA
assumptions to verify the data structures.
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3.2.3.1 Assumptions for ANCOVA

ANCOVA has several assumptions: no outliers, normality test for dependent variable in
continuous scale, homogeneity of variance for dependent variable, linearity between dependent
variable and covariance both in continuous scale, homoscedasticity between dependent variable
and covariate, and homogeneity of regression slope between groups in independent variable.
Outlier detection: There were two tests for outlier detection: the outlier labeling method
with boxplot (Tukey, 1977; Hoaglin, Iglewics, & Tukey, 1986; Seo, 2006) and outlier labeling
by standard deviation (} ± 3×, out of 99% of the data) (Shiffler, 1988; Seo, 2006; Sincich,
2011). The conventional outlier labeling method by boxplot considers data points out of the inner
fence, !? − 1.5×Ä!@ to !g + 1.5×Ä!@, as outliers, where !? is the first quartile, !g is the third
quartile, and Ä!@ is the interquartile range. However, we used the inner-fence range of !? −
2.2×Ä!@ to !g + 2.2×Ä!@, which is more conservative (Hoaglin & Iglewicz, 1987). These
authors empirically found that approximately half of the detected outliers with 1.5 multiplier
actually were not outliers, so they proposed to use 2.2 as a multiplier. The outlier detection by
standard deviations considers the data points under – 3 or over +3 as outliers, after
standardizing the data.
Normality test: The methods to test the normality were Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro &
Wilk, 1965) with residuals of iO, ij, and ik after fitting ANCOVA. Because there are two
separate ANCOVA with different covariates (one with absolute humidity, the other with sky
obstruction), the Shapiro-Wilk test was run twice with both residual sets.
Homogeneity of variance: Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance (Levene, 1960; Fox,
2008; Fox & Weisberg, 2011) was applied to validate the assumption of homogeneity of
variance for three dependent variables (iO, ij, and ik) according to the canopy status (leaf72

on/leaf-off). The null hypothesis of the Levene's test was the variances of each group (leafon/leaf-off) are equal.
Linearity between dependent variable and covariate: Linear regression analysis was the
method to test the linearity between covariates (absolute humidity or sky obstruction) and each
dependent variable (iO, ij, and ik). The fitted equation is lÇ = q + u ∙ wp+, where lÇ is
dependent variable, wp+ is covariate, q is estimated constant, and u is estimated coefficient for
wp+. The linearity between two variables can be evaluated with the %-value of u.
Homogeneity of regression slope: Homogeneity of regression slopes between each level
(leaf-on/leaf-off) of canopy status were tested with ANCOVA including interaction term
between canopy status and each covariate (absolute humidity or sky obstruction) (GarcíaBerthou, 2001; Field, Miles, & Field, 2012; Miller & Chapman, 2001). The null hypotheses for
estimated coefficient of this interaction term is that the estimated coefficient equals zero, which
means there is no interaction or no effect. If the p-value of the estimated coefficient for the
interaction term is greater than selected significance level, than it is estimated that there is no
interaction effect.
Homoscedasticity between dependent variable and covariate: Non-constant variance
(NCV) score test (Breusch & Pagan, 1979; Cook & Weisberg, 1983; Weisberg, 2014) and
Studentized Breusch-Pagan test (Breusch & Pagan, 1979; Koenker, 1981; Krämer & Sonnberger,
1986) were performed to evaluate the homoscedasticity of iO, ij, and ik to the absolute
humidity or sky obstruction covariates. The null hypothesis of both the NCV score test and the
Breusch-Pagan test is that the variance of the residuals of each directional errors is constant.
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3.2.3.2 Analysis of Covariance model

ANCOVA was used to verify whether there was a statistically significant difference
between each directional error (iO, ij, and ik) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions, once their
means had been adjusted for surface absolute humidity and for sky obstruction. The absolute
humidity was used as covariate in the first analysis, and sky obstruction for the second analysis.
Because iO, ij, and ik are independent, a multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was
unnecessary. The R-statistical software system was used for the ANCOVA test, and the results
were verified with SPSS.

3.2.3.3 Quade’s RANCOVA model

When data violate the assumptions, a parametric test can be abandoned in favor of a ranked
test. In this study, a nonparametric counterpart of ANCOVA, which is called the rank ANCOVA
or RANCOVA (Quade 1967), was applied. RANCOVA was applied for each of three directional
errors (iO, ij, and ik) as dependent variables, canopy status with two levels (leaf-on and leafoff) for independent variable, and the absolute humidity or sky obstruction was the covariate.
The analyses with absolute humidity and with sky obstruction were performed separately.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Data description and diagnosis for ANCOVA
Figure 3.2 shows histograms overlapped with kernel density plots and theoretical normal
curves for directional errors at leaf-on, leaf-off. Figure 3.3 shows how directional errors are
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scattered by easting vs. northing, easting vs. ellipsoid-height, and northing vs. ellipsoid-height
axes.
The mean value of absolute humidity in leaf-on (17.17 g/m3) is greater than the mean
absolute humidity in leaf-off (5.23 g/m3). The mean sky obstruction in leaf-on (28.34%) was
greater than the mean sky obstruction in leaf-off (16.53%).

3.3.2 Assumption tests for ANCOVA
The results of ANCOVA-assumption tests are reported in Appendices 3A–3F. With outlier
labeling methods by boxplot with multiplier of 2.2 (Figure 3.4) (Tukey, 1977, Hoaglin et al.,
1986; Cousineau & Chartier, 2015) and methods by standard deviation (} ± 3×) (Shiffler,
1988; Seo, 2006; Sincich, 2011), we found outliers from the directional errors (iO, ij, and ik
in leaf-on and leaf-off). For each directional error in leaf-on and leaf-off conditions respectively,
there are at most two outliers (Appendix 3A). The horizontal outliers are in the range of about
5 cm to 9 cm, and the vertical outliers are in the range of about 11 cm to 16 cm. However, we
decided not to exclude these outliers because (1) the number of outliers is small, and (2) there
were no differences between the pre-tests of ANCOVA with and without these outliers.
Shapiro-Wilk’s test (Razali & Wah, 2011; Shapiro & Wilk, 1965; Verzani, 2014) was
selected for the residuals’ normality tests (Appendix 3B). (There were two sets of residuals: one
for the residuals produced from ANCOVA with absolute-humidity covariate and the other for
residuals from ANCOVA with sky-obstruction covariate). The tests with these two sets produced
identical results in leaf-on and leaf-off conditions. The leaf-on residuals are normally distributed,
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Figure 3.2: Histograms, kernel density plots (dashed lines), and theoretical normal curves
(solid lines) for directional errors of RTK data. The unit of each directional error is
centimeter and the bin-width bins is 0.5 cm.
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Figure 3.3: Directional scatter plots for the RTK errors. Scatter plots in the first row show
the northing ~ easting, ellipsoid-height ~ easting, and ellipsoid-height ~ northing
relationships in leaf-on. Scatter plots in the second row show the relationships of each
directional error in leaf-off.
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Figure 3.4: Boxplots with whiskers of conservative 2.2 × IQR which is
proposed by Hoaglin and Iglewicz (1987).

but only the northing error in leaf-off condition is normally distributed. According to Glass,
Peckham, and Sanders (1972), Harwell, Rubinstein, Hayes, and Olds (1992), and Lix, Keselman,
and Keselman (1996), ANOVA and ANCOVA are not very sensitive to small deviations from
normality. So, parametric tests of ANCOVA can be applied, because the observation number of
our data are 241 for leaf-on and 261 for leaf-off.
As shown in Appendix 3C, homogeneity of variance between leaf-on and leaf-off
conditions for each directional error were tested using Bartlett’s test (Bartlett, 1950), Levene’s
test (Levene, 1960; Martin & Bridgmon, 2012), and Fligner-Killeen’s test (Fligner & Killeen,
1976), and these tests produced identical results. The northing error had homogeneous variances
between leaf-on and leaf-off (% = 0.10 for Bartlett’s test and % = 0.11 for the others), but other
two directional errors did not.
Linearity between covariate (absolute humidity or sky obstruction) and directional errors
are reported in Appendix 3D. Absolute humidity has a linear correlation with horizontal errors in
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leaf-on condition and ellipsoid-height error of leaf-off condition, but others do not. Sky
obstruction has a linear correlation with easting errors in leaf-on and ellipsoid-height errors in
leaf-off. The others don’t have a linear relationship with sky obstruction.
Homogeneity of regression slopes between each level (leaf-on/leaf-off) of canopy status
were tested (Appendix 3E). Only canopy status and absolute humidity of northing errors
(% = 0.02) have an interaction effect. The others seem to have no interactions.
Homoscedasticity of residuals for each level of canopy status (leaf-on/leaf-off) were tested
and the results of NCV score test and Breusch-Pagan’s test were nearly identical. First, the
absolute-humidity residuals were tested. The northing errors in leaf-off and ellipsoid-height
errors in leaf-on have homoscedastic absolute-humidity residuals. However, the easting errors in
leaf-on and leaf-off, the northing errors in leaf-on, and the ellipsoid-height errors in leaf-off have
heteroscedastic absolute-humidity residuals (Appendix 3F, (a)). Second, the sky-obstruction
residuals were tested. The easting errors in leaf-on, the northing errors in leaf-on, and the
ellipsoid-height errors in leaf-off have homoscedastic sky-obstruction residuals. However, the
easting errors in leaf-off, the northing errors in leaf-off, and the ellipsoid-height errors in leaf-on
have heteroscedastic sky-obstruction residuals (Appendix 3F, (b)).
Our data did not uniformly satisfy the tests’ assumptions so a nonparametric version of
ANCOVA, which called rank ANCOVA (Conover & Iman, 1982; Lawson, 1983; Quade, 1967),
was also applied to complement and to confirm the results from parametric ANCOVA.
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Table 3.2: Results of ANCOVA and RANCOVA models for directional errors (iO, ij , and ik) with surface
absolute humidity or sky obstruction as covariates. Adjusted means with 95% confidence interval (for
ANCOVA) or adjusted medians with the first (Q1)and the third (Q3) quartiles (for RANCOVA) are reported.
*

Error type

Covariate

Model type

Adjusted mean / adjusted median
Leaf-on

ANCOVA
PA
iO

–0.22

1.02

(–0.61, 0.17)

(0.65, 1.38)

RANCOVA

29.10

–15.14

(–155.40, 145.40)

(–102.40, 113.60)

ANCOVA
bÉt

0.49

0.36

(0.23, 0.75)

(0.11, 0.61)

RANCOVA

20.50

–15.64

(–151.30, 145.20)

(–108.70, 114.60)

–0.79

–0.04

(–1.19, –0.39)

(–0.41, 0.34)

8.66

1.34

(–127.00, 122.00)

(–117.00, 107.70)

–0.28

–0.51

(–0.55, –0.01)

(–0.77, –0.25)

ANCOVA
PA
ij

RANCOVA
ANCOVA

bÉt

RANCOVA

8.29

–3.73

(–127.20, 132.50)

(–121.00, 114.60)

ANCOVA
PA
ik

RANCOVA

–0.71

–1.31

(–1.50, 0.08)

(–2.05, –0.56)

–14.04

1.09

(–140.30, 144.80)

(–103.10, 103.20)

ANCOVA
bÉt

Leaf-off

–1.40

–0.67

(–1.93, –0.87)

(–1.17, –0.16)

RANCOVA

–6.50

0.25

(–146.00, 146.20)

(–102.50, 108.30)

F-ratio

p-value

13.16

< 0.00

0.23

0.63

0.50

0.48

0.29

0.59

4.63

0.03

1.58

0.21

1.44

0.23

1.64

0.20

0.75

0.38

0.80

0.37

3.64

0.06

2.75

0.10

*

Adjusted means of directional errors by covariates with their 95% confidence intervals in parentheses are for
ANCOVA. But in case of RANCOVA, adjusted median of residuals calculated from rank-transferred
directional errors were reported with the first (!? ) and the third quartiles (!g ) in parentheses.

3.3.3 ANCOVA and RANCOVA for the directional errors adjusting for
confounding effects from surface absolute humidity and sky obstruction
The overall results of ANCOVA and RANCOVA were identical as reported in Table 3.2,
except the easting and the northing errors between leaf-on and leaf-off conditions after
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adjustment for the confounding effects of absolute humidity. The scatterplots for ANCOVA for
each directional error are presented in Appendix 3G.
Easting error (ÑÖ): Taking absolute humidity as a covariate, ANCOVA showed that
easting errors of leaf-on and leaf-off were significantly different (% < 0.00). However, the result
of RANCOVA reported a different result ( % = 0.63) that these two easting errors are not
significantly different. Although the ANCOVA result shows a difference of easting errors
between leaf-on and leaf-off conditions, we cannot neglect that there were several violations
during the assumption tests. Because of these violations, we put more weight on the RANCOVA
results. Only when the ANCOVA and RANCOVA results are the same, it is more safe and
reasonable to conclude there is a difference between the two easting-error groups. When sky
obstruction was a covariate, ANCOVA (% = 0.48) and RANCOVA (% = 0.59) showed identical
results that there was no difference between easting errors in the two conditions. Overall, it
might be hard to conclude there is a significant difference between easting errors of two canopy
conditions after adjusted the ground humidity effect and sky obstruction.
Northing error (ÑÜ): Similar to the easting-error case, the results of ANCOVA and
RANCOVA of the northing error taking absolute humidity as a covariate produced different
results. ANCOVA showed that northing errors of leaf-on and leaf-off were significantly different
( % = 0.03), whereas RANCOVA showed northing errors of leaf-on and leaf-off were not
significantly different (% = 0.21). For the sky-obstruction covariate, the northing errors were not
significantly different between leaf-on and leaf-off. Overall, the adjusted means of horizontal
errors ( iO and ij ) are not significantly different between two seasons regardless of the
covariates.
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Ellipsoid-height error (Ñá): For ANCOVA and RANCOVA, the ellipsoid-height errors
were not significantly different between leaf-on and leaf-off with surface absolute humidity (%=
0.38 in ANCOVA, % = 0.37 in RANCOVA) and sky obstruction (%= 0.06 in ANCOVA, % = 0.10
in RANCOVA) as confounding factors.

3.4 Discussion
The initial expectation was that RTK accuracies in leaf-on and leaf-off seasons should not
be identical after controlling the surface absolute humidity or sky obstruction effects. Our most
surprising result, however, is that this was not the case. This result is quite different to previous
reports about the negative effect of water vapor and canopy to the accuracy described in research
with static positioning and theories written in textbooks (Meyer et al., 2010; HofmannWellenhof et al., 2008; Leick et al., 2015). Also this result is different to the previous studies
about the effect of negative canopy effect on positioning accuracy performed with code-based
GNSS (Danskin, Bettinger, Jordan, & Cieszewski, 2009; DeCesare, Squires, & Kolbe, 2005;
Klimánek, 2010; Rempel, Rodgers, & Abraham; 1995, Rodríguez-Pérez, Alvarez, & SanzAblanedo, 2007; Tuček & Ligoš, 2002; Wing & Eklund, 2007) and DGPS (Liu & Brantigan,
1995; Næsset, Bjerke, Øvstedal, & Ryan, 2000; Næsset, 2001; Holden, Martin, Owende, & Ward,
2001). It is especially surprising given we used only real-time positioning so no error mitigation
from least-squares post-processing happened.
There might be several explanations for this. (1) The GNSS receivers used in this study
have firmware to correct for multipath and humidity. Antennas are constantly being improved,
hardware noise floors are dropping, and multipath- rejection firmware is being refined. (2) The
humidity measurements occurred only at the Earth’s surface, and that beneath tree canopies
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much of the time. But the signals propagate through all of the atmosphere, so our humidity
measurements might not accurately represent the actual wet delay. Nonetheless, the
atmosphere’s water vapor is in the troposphere and that mostly in the boundary layer, which
extends only a few tree lengths above the ground. Our measurements might well reflect the
humidity in the boundary layer, so this point is unclear. (3) The boundary layer is but a tiny
portion of the total thickness of the troposphere, so even if the humidity measurement does
capture the water vapor in the boundary layer, it might not reflect the entire wet delay, which is
the sum of the delays along the whole path. The situation with leaf-on/leaf- off, however, seems
clear cut. There are no multipath sources above the trees and the hemispherical photographs
should accurately capture the situation – yet there was likewise no statistically significant
difference in accuracies. It seems that the hardware and firmware might be operating better than
the industry believes.
Unlike the present study, many studies use root mean square error or a displacement
(magnitude only) from a control point for GNSS-accuracy assessment (Argiropoulou & Doucas,
2015; Deckert & Bolstad, 1996). There are two problems with this. First, the directional
information from positive or negative values is lost – the distributions of the data are, in fact,
two-tailed so combining them into a magnitude-only metric unnecessarily throws away
information. Second, the horizontal magnitude is not normally distributed in principle: it follows
a Rayleigh distribution (Rayleigh, 1919; Siddiqui, 1962) and there are very few statistical tests
available for Rayleigh distributions. The Rayleigh distribution requires that its components
follow a normal distribution, have the same variance, and are independent. However, real data
seldom meet these requirements.
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The data were split into three directions (easting, northing, and ellipsoid-height) because it
was hard to find an appropriate hypothesis test handling the non-normal and positive-value-only
magnitude data at once. So the interpretations of the result of current study are somewhat
complicated. To have a meaningful result, there are two scenarios: (1) leaf-on and leaf-off errors
of all three directions are significantly different, (2) leaf-on and leaf-off errors of horizontal
(easting and northing) directions are significantly different, or (3) leaf-on and leaf-off errors of
ellipsoid-height error are significantly different.
The means of the leaf-on and leaf-off ellipsoid height errors are statistically different than
zero and the horizontal coordinates are not, which is consistent with Dussault, Courtois, Ouellet,
and Huot (2001), and Sigrist et al. (1999). Dussault et al. (2001) who suggested the reason is that
satellite geometry always better for horizontal positioning than vertical positioning because the
GNSS radio signals do not penetrate through the Earth. Meyer et al. (2010) concluded that the
Connecticut vertical control coordinates (NGS) have a systematic bias, but that is not what the
current results indicate because they were compared to Meyer’s values. Instead, these results
suggest that RTK heighting is not as accurate as static occupations adjusted in a network, which
is hardly surprising. The standard deviations of the ellipsoid-height error are approximately two
times greater than horizontal errors in leaf-on, which is perhaps slightly smaller than would be
expected. (The scatterplots in Figure 3.3 show that the ellipsoid-height error is more widely
dispersed than the horizontal errors.) Horizontal coordinates can be controlled from all compass
points, but vertical coordinates can only be controlled from one direction, from above.
This study enjoyed a very large data set and yet some of our distributions failed the
normality tests, mostly due to too-thick tails (see Q-Q plots in Appendix 3H). There is no clear
cause for this, but multipath is a likely suspect. However, given that there was no clear
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correlation between the presence of leaves and a reduction in accuracy, it is tempting to conclude
that the multipath-rejection hardware and firmware in the receivers were highly effective, which
contradicts the previous supposition. Only fixed solutions were accepted, and thick tails might
imply incorrectly fixed integer ambiguities. This is consistent with cycle-slip rich and poor
signal-to-noise ratio environments because the correlation circuits are working with very noisy
data and are being reset frequently. We imagine that the integer-fixing processing usually works
as desired, which results in positions accurate to a few centimeters. It, thus, acts as a filter and
eliminates erroneous data but this mental model is quite wrong if the integer ambiguities are
fixed incorrectly. Such positions would be incorrect at the decimeter level, or even more, but the
receiver would be completely unware of the situation. Such erroneous positions would appear
always in the error distributions’ tails because an incorrectly fixed integer imparts offsets
commensurate with the carrier’s wavelength (~ 20 cm).
In this study, RTK generally yields a fixed solution in canopy coverage up to around 74%.
In the sites with higher canopy coverages, it was unable to have fixed solutions. As a test, the
field survey team surveyed under dense canopy coverage (> 74%) with RTK for about one and
half hours, and the receiver didn’t provide a fixed solution. The reason for not having a fixed
solution might be the failure of finding enough number of satellites, weak cellphone coverages,
and signal attenuation caused by heavy canopy coverages.
The findings of this study might not be very interesting to the general public because errorlevel of this study is too small for people who use recreational-level GNSS such as a carnavigation GPS. However, these findings might challenge peer scientists to find exact
explanations why the result with RTK positioning is quite different to the results with other
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modes. Also, these findings are likely to give credibility to surveying professionals who work
with RTK in the field with a lot of trees.
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Appendix 3A: Outlier detection of each directional error (ΔE, ΔN, and
ΔU) by each level (leaf-on/leaf-off) of tree canopy status
Units in centimeter

Detection by boxplot †

Detection by standard deviation ‡

Easting errors (iO)
Leaf-on

None

One (–7.14)

Leaf-off

Two (9.17, 7.07)

Two (9.17, 7.07)

Leaf-on

None

One (7.31)

Leaf-off

None

One (5.70)

Leaf-on

One (16.15)

One (16.15)

Leaf-off

Two (–11.55, –14.06)

Two (–11.55, –14.06)

Northing errors (ij)

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

†

Outlier labeling method by boxplot proposed by Tukey. Tukey (1977) and Hoaglin, Iglewics
and Turkey (1986) proposed to use 1.5 as a multiplier for interquartile range (IQR). Later,
Howglin and Iglewicz (1987) re-proposed to use 2.2 as a multiplier, because they empirically
found that about a half of detected outliers with multiplier 1.5 actually were not an outlier. In
our research, we used 2.2 as a multiplier, so that a value !? − 2.2× Ä!@ and !g + 2.2× Ä!@ for
inner fence.
‡

Outlier labeling method by standard deviation (Shiffler, 1988; Seo, 2006; Sincich, 2011). This
method begins with standardization of all the values in the data with ã = å – } / , where å is
a value of the data, } is the mean, and  is the standard deviation. A value whose Z-score is
under – 3 or over 3 is considered as an outlier.
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Appendix 3B: Normality tests
Shapiro-Wilk test for normality of directional errors: The null hypothesis of this Shapiro-Wilk’s
test (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965; Verzani, 2014) is that the residuals of the directional error are
normally distributed, and the alternative hypothesis is that the residuals are not normally
distributed. The results of the tests for different residual sets from fitted ANCOVAs with two
covariates respectively (absolute humidity and sky obstruction) are identical for leaf-on and
leaf-off. (Shapiro-Wilk test of whole dataset including leaf-on and leaf-off together is an extra
information.) Residuals of all directional errors in leaf-on condition are normally distributed,
but only northing error in leaf-off condition is normally distributed. Directional errors in leafoff condition cannot be estimated as normally distributed.
(a) Shapiro-Wilk test with ANCOVA residuals when surface absolute humidity is a covariate.

Easting errors (iO)

Leaf-on

Leaf-off

W = 0.9910

W = 0.9485

p = 0.14
Northing errors (ij)

W = 0.9945
p = 0.53

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

W = 0.9908
p = 0.13

p

0.00

W = 0.9934
p = 0.31
W = 0.9850
p < 0.01

(b) Shapiro-Wilk test with ANCOVA residuals when sky obstruction is a covariate.

Easting errors (iO)

Leaf-on

Leaf-off

W = 0.9918

W = 0.9480

p = 0.20
Northing errors (ij)

W = 0.9961
p = 0.81

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

W = 0.9896
p = 0.08
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p

0.00

W = 0.9941
p = 0.40
W = 0.9817
p < 0.01

Appendix 3C: Homogeneity of variances for each level of independent
variable
Bartlett’s test, Levene’s test, and Fligner-Kelleen’s test are available for a test for homogeneity
of variances. Bartlett’s test has a strength for a normally distributed dataset. However,
Levene’s test is more robust to departures from normality than Bartlett’s test, and FlignerKilleen’s test is still more robust from non-normal data. Fligner-Killeen’s test is a
nonparametric test. Null hypothesis is that variances of leaf-on and leaf-off are identical, and
alternative hypothesis is that variances of leaf-on and leaf-off are different. In this study,
results for three different tests are identical.
Directional errors

Test statistics and p-values
for homogeneity of variance tests
Bartlett test:
K2 = 9.42
p < 0.00

Easting errors (iO)

Levene’s test:
F(1, 500) = 15.28
p 0.00
Fligner-Killeen median test:
FK = 17.29
p 0.00
Bartlett test:

Northing errors (ij)

K2 = 2.74
p = 0.10

Levene’s test:
F(1, 500) = 2.60
p = 0.11
Fligner-Killeen median test:
FK = 2.54
p= 0.11
Bartlett test:

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

K2 = 24.04
p 0.00

Levene’s test:
F(1, 500) = 24.96
p 0.00
Fligner-Killeen median test:
FK = 24.89
p 0.00
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Appendix 3D: Linearity between covariate and dependent variable using
linear regression
(a) Absolute humidity (g/m3): the linearity between directional errors (dependent variables)
and absolute humidity (covariate) is tested by a linear regression analysis with the estimated
coefficient for absolute humidity (b), its t-statistic, and p-value. As an information R2, Fstatistic, and p-value for overall model are also reported. The null hypothesis is that the
coefficient of absolute humidity is equal to zero, that means there is no effect.
Leaf-on
Estimated coefficients:
b = 1.12×10-3
t = 3.71
Easting errors
(iO)

Northing errors
(ij)

Ellipsoid-height errors
(ik)

Leaf-off
Estimated coefficients:
b = 5.07×10-4
t = 1.38

0.00
p
For overall model:
R2 = 0.05
F(1, 239) = 13.74
0.00
p

For overall model:
R2 = 7.34×10-3
F(1, 259) = 1.92
p = 0.17

Estimated coefficients:
b = 1.31×10-3
t = 4.05
0.00
p

Estimated coefficients:
b = 8.58×10-5
t = 0.22
p = 0.83

For overall model:
R2 = 0.06
F(1, 239) = 16.39
0.00
p

For overall model:
R2 = 1.81×10-4
F(1, 259) = 0.05
p = 0.83

Estimated coefficients:
b = – 1.03×10-3
t = – 1.44
p = 0.15

Estimated coefficients:
b = – 1.49×10-3
t = – 2.18
p = 0.03

For overall model:
R2 = 8.64×10-3
F(1, 239) = 2.08
p = 0.15

For overall model:
R2 = 1.81×10-2
F(1, 259) = 4.76
p = 0.03
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p = 0.17

(b) Sky obstruction (%): the linearity between directional errors (dependent variables) and sky
obstruction in percent (covariate) is tested by a linear regression analysis with the estimated
coefficient for sky obstruction (b), its t-statistic, and p-value. As an information R2, F-statistic,
and p-value for overall model are also reported. The null hypothesis is that the coefficient of
absolute humidity is equal to zero, that means there is no effect.
Leaf-on
Estimated coefficients:
b = – 2.15×10-2
Easting errors
(iO)

Northing errors
(ij)

Ellipsoid-height errors
(ik)

t = – 3.26
p < 0.01

Leaf-off
Estimated coefficients:
b = – 1.04×10-2
t = – 1.14
p = 0.26

For overall model:
R2 = 4.25×10-2
F(1, 239) = 10.60
p < 0.01

For overall model:
R2 = 4.96×10-3
F(1, 259) = 1.29
p = 0.26

Estimated coefficients:
b = 2.40×10-3
t = 0.36
p = 0.72

Estimated coefficients:
b = 6.89×10-3
t = 0.70
p = 0.48

For overall model:
R2 = 5.47×10-4
F(1, 239) = 0.13
p = 0.72

For overall model:
R2 = 1.89×10-3
F(1, 259) = 0.49
p = 0.48

Estimated coefficients:
b = 2.54×10-3
t = 0.18
p = 0.86

Estimated coefficients:
b = – 3.87×10-2
t = – 2.28
p = 0.02

For overall model:
R2 = 1.34×10-4
F(1, 239) = 3.20×10-2
p = 0.86

For overall model:
R2 = 1.97×10-2
F(1, 259) = 5.21
p = 0.02
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Appendix 3E: Homogeneity of regression slope between covariate and
independent variable (canopy status) using ANCOVA with interaction
terms
ANCOVAs with interaction term of independent variable and covariate are pretested. When
regression slopes for all the group (leaf-on/leaf-off) are parallel, there are no interactions
between a covariate and an independent variable, thus they are independent.
(a) Test between canopy status (independent variable) and absolute humidity (g/m3, covariate).
The estimated coefficient for the interaction term (b), its t-statistic, and p-value are reported.
The null hypothesis is that the coefficient of the interaction term is equal to zero, that means
there is no interaction effect.

Easting errors (iO)

Estimated coefficient / Interaction
(Canopy × Absolute humidity)
b = – 7.17×10-4
t = – 1.43
p=
0.15

Northing errors (ij)

b = – 1.13×10-3
t = – 2.37
p=
0.02

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

b = – 4.62×10-4
t = – 0.45
p=
0.65

(b) Test between canopy status (independent variable) and sky obstruction (%, covariate). The
estimated coefficient for the interaction term (b), its t-statistic, and p-value are reported.

Easting errors (iO)

Estimated coefficient / Interaction
(Canopy × Sky Obstruction)
b = 1.11×10-2
t = 0.95
p = 0.34

Northing errors (ij)

b = 4.49×10-3
t = 0.37
p = 0.71

Ellipsoid-height errors (ik)

b = – 4.12×10-2
t = – 1.74
p=
0.08
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Appendix 3F: Homoscedasticity of residuals for each level of
independent variables (leaf-on and leaf-off), tested by NCV score test
and studentized Breusch-Pagan test
(a) Absolute humidity (g/m3): the null hypothesis of NCV score test or Breusch-Pagan test is
that the variance of the residuals is constant across all values of absolute humidity.
Non-constant Variance
(NCV) Score Test

Studentized
Breusch-Pagan Test

Easting Errors (iO)
Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 9.53
p < 0.01

df = 1
BP = 10.61
p < 0.01

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 22.13
0.01
p

df = 1
BP = 11.06
0.01
p

Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 4.95
p = 0.03

df = 1
BP = 4.01
p = 0.04

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 1.44
p = 0.23

df = 1
BP = 1.37
p = 0.24

Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 0.15
p = 0.70

df = 1
BP = 0.14
p = 0.71

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 14.73
0.01
p

df = 1
BP = 10.18
p < 0.01

Northing Errors (ij)

Ellipsoid-height Errors (ik)
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(b) Sky Obstruction (%): the null hypothesis of NCV score test or Breusch-Pagan test is that the
variance of the residuals is constant across all values of sky obstruction.
Non-constant Variance
(NCV) Score Test

Studentized
Breusch-Pagan Test

Easting Errors (iO)
Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 2.11
p = 0.15

df = 1
BP = 2.65
p = 0.10

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 24.87
0.01
p

df = 1
BP = 11.94
0.01
p

Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 0.02
p = 0.89

df = 1
BP = 0.02
p = 0.89

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 4.16
p = 0.04

df = 1
BP = 4.15
p = 0.04

Leaf-on

df = 1
χ2 = 5.11
p = 0.02

df = 1
BP = 4.70
p = 0.03

Leaf-off

df = 1
χ2 = 0.20
p = 0.66

df = 1
BP = 0.14
p = 0.71

Northing Errors (ij)

Ellipsoid-height Errors (ik)
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Appendix 3G: Scatterplots comparing leaf-on and leaf-off groups for
ANCOVA
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(a) Scatterplots of easting errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with surface
absolute humidity (g/m3) as a covariate. For all the plots, leaf-on expressed with hollow
circles and solid lines, and leaf-off expressed with cross symbols and dashed lines.
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(b) Scatterplots of easting errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with sky
obstruction (%) as a covariate.
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(c) Scatterplots of northing errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with surface
absolute humidity (g/m3) as a covariate.
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(d) Scatterplots of northing errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with sky
obstruction (%) as a covariate.
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(e) Scatterplots of ellipsoid-height errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with
surface absolute humidity (g/m3) as a covariate.
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(f) Scatterplots of ellipsoid-height errors (cm) for leaf-on and leaf-off conditions with
sky obstruction (%) as a covariate.
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Appendix 3H: Normal Q-Q plots of RTK positioning data

Normal Q-Q plots of RTK directional errors to the theoretical quantile.
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Chapter 4
Comparing the Predictive Ability of Four Models of Habitat
Suitability and Environmental Favorability

Abstract

Four bentgrass (Agrostis spp.) habitat models were compared to determine whether any of the
underlying models had better predictive ability than the rest. The models were a global-support
habitat suitability (GHS) model, a global-support environmental favorability (GEF) model, a
local-support habitat suitability (LHS) model, and a local-support environmental favorability
(LEF) model. The models produced raster maps for their predictions, and several statistical tests
and evaluations were performed with the samples from each map to find the differences and
predictive abilities of each model. The Friedman’s rank sum test followed by Conover’s post hoc
test with Bonferroni correction verified each model is significantly different (% ≪ 0.01) in the
distribution of its predictions. Comparisons with Cochran’s ! test revealed that predictive
abilities at least one map was different from the others (% ≪ 0.01). A pairwise McNemar's post
hoc test suggested the GHS model is different from the rest. Each prediction map was validated
using ground-truth data from field surveys, and a " # independence test revealed that GHS model
was (just barely) independent to actual bentgrass presence/absence % = 0.076 but other three
models were not independent % < 0.01 to ground-truth data. (Here, independence is
undesirable. It means that the model’s predictions are not correlated with ground-truth data.)
Their accuracies are similar at around 67% for all four models. However, because there were
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different numbers of field plots where bentgrass was present (18/86) and absent (68/86), these
accuracies are unbalanced. A calibration to compensate, the balanced accuracy of GHS model
dropped to 61%, but balanced accuracy of other three maps raised to around 71%. The GEF,
LHS, and LEF models have much higher sensitivity values (around 78% for all) than GHSPM
(50%). However, GHS (72%) has slightly higher specificity than other three models (around
65%). Positive predictive values are similar for all four prediction maps (from 32% to 38%), and
GEF, LHS, and LEF models have much higher negative predictive values (around 91%) than the
GHS model (84%). These results show that GEF model, LHS model, and LEF model have
stronger predictive ability than the GHS model. However, the predictive ability of GEF model,
LSH model, and LEF model appear to be identical.

4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Overview
Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) technology makes it easy to collect precise
positioning data everywhere on Earth’s surface unless there is a barrier to signal propagation.
With the precise GNSS data and a geographic information system (GIS), researchers can perform
map-based precise ecological modeling. Ahrens, Chung, Meyer, and Auer (2011) used a habitat
suitability model and an environmental favorability model to create two maps that predict the
presence/absence of bentgrass species based on field data collected by GNSS positioning
technology; their research was a part of predictive ecological risk assessment study for creeping
bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera) engineered for herbicide resistance. Habitat suitability is the
probability of finding the creature being studied at a certain place. An environmental
favorability model is a habitat-suitability model that has accounted for any imbalance in the
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presence/absence data. Habitat suitability maps can be used to inform conservation planning,
ecological assessment, impact study of a species management, and identification of ecological
steps on species habitat (Burgman, Breininger, Duncan, & Ferson, 2001; Gray, Cameron, &
Kirkham, 1996; Rand & Newman, 1998; Van Horne & Wiens, 1991). Creeping bentgrass is a
perennial routinely planted in golf courses, and a transgenic, glyphosate-resistant creeping
bentgrass was created by commercial laboratories because it might offer cost benefits and the
simplification of landscape management. These models and maps were built to help understand
whether bentgrass dispersion was possible from source (a golf course) to the surrounding feral
population, and to see if forests, lakes, and wetlands surrounding the golf course can to be a
natural barrier to this dispersion. Both of the predictive maps were created using statistical
global-support logistic regression models. (Global support means that a single-equation
modeled whole study area; i.e. the entire data set was used to create the models.)
There are also local-support models. Local-support models partition the data set into
neighborhoods, and each neighborhood is fitted with its own prediction equation. Local-support
models necessarily have finer spatial resolution than global-support models so there is an
expectation that they could be more accurate. Conversely, as with all statistical models, each
individual per-point local-support model is built from fewer data than a global-support model so
there is likewise an expectation that they could be less accurate. These notions interact in
complicated, nonlinear ways, and this suggests it would be valuable to explore which of these
approaches was best for this data set, which is the subject of the present study.
The data used in this study are identical to Ahrens et al. (2011). However, the goals of this
study are different than theirs, namely, the comparison of models vs. making an ecological
assessment. There are four bentgrass habitat models in this study: global-support habitat
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suitability (GHS) model, global-support environmental favorability (GEF) model, local-support
habitat suitability (LHS) model, and local-support environmental favorability (LEF) model.
Statistical analyses are needed to compare these models, so the presence/absence data were
randomly split into two portions: a calibration set (70%) and a validation set (30%) (Wang,
Zhang, & Li, 2012; Wang, Zhang, & Li, 2013; Wang, Zhang, Li, Lin, & Zhang, 2014). The
validation set was used to quantify the predictive ability of each model. Initially, four probability
maps were built from the statistical models based on logistic regression analyses: global-support
habitat suitability map (GHSM), global-support environmental favorability map (GEFM), localsupport habitat suitability map (LHSM), and local-support environmental favorability map
(LEFM). These four probability maps were reclassified as four predictive maps in dichotomous
scale (presence/absence of bentgrass) by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis:
global-support habitat suitability prediction map (GHSPM), global-support environmental
favorability prediction map (GEFPM), local-support habitat suitability prediction map (LHSPM),
and local-support environmental favorability prediction map (LEFPM). There were two
approaches to compare the four habitat models: (1) compare differences among the four
statistical models, and (2) compare how well each model predicted bentgrass presence/absence
by comparison with the ground-truth data.

4.1.2 Background
4.1.2.1 Logistic regression

Logistic regression, developed by David Cox in 1958 (Cox, 1958; Walker & Duncan,
1967), is a non-linear regression whose dependent variable is of dichotomous scale (Allison,
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2001; Hosmer, Lemeshow & Sturdivant, 2013; Kleinbaum & Klein, 2006). The independent
variables can be any of ratio, interval, ordinal, and categorical (nominal) scale (Hosmer et al.,
2013).
Logistic regression fits a sigmoidal curve, or logistic function, between the values of the
dichotomous dependent variable – values of zero and one only – to the values of the independent
variables. The logistic function is derived in terms of odds, which is the ratio of the probability
of presence and the probability of absence:

pvvs =

The series for

ù
?7ù

=

Probabiblity of presence
9n
=
.
Probabiblity of absence
1 − 9n

û
-ü? å

for 0 ≤ å < 1, and the series for R ù =

û
-üT(å /m!),

and these

are the same series apart from the constants. Therefore, it is natural that logistic regression
supposes that
9n
= R ¢,
1 − 9n

(4.1)

where z is a linear polynomial in the independent variables: £ = uT + u? å? + u# å# + ⋯ + u• å• .
Solving (4.1) for z yields
9n
£ = ln(
),
1 − 9n

(4.2)

so z is the natural logarithm of odds, the log-odds, called a logit. Solving this equation for
probability 9r yields the logistic function

9n =

1
.
1 + R 7¢
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(4.3)

The values of z’s parameters, the u- , are determined by the maximum likelihood method.
So the probability of presence is value of (4.3) using z’s parameters multiplying the values of the
independent variables.
In some cases, an independent variable of a logistic regression model can be a
dichotomous, nominal, and ordinal scales. The contrast coding system is a common approach for
representing the categorical-scaled variables (Institute for Digital Research and Education,
UCLA, 2006). A variable in a nominal or ordinal scale has several discrete values; therefore, it
cannot be expressed with just one variable in the regression model. Instead, using multiple (socalled) dummy variables, one for each discrete value, makes it possible to express categoricalscaled variables with set of simple surrogate sub-variables. In this study the dummy coding
consists of sub-variables coded with zeros and ones (Allison, 2001).

4.1.2.2 Habitat suitability model and environmental favorability model

Habitat suitability models date back to early 1980s when the habitat suitability index (HSI)
model was proposed by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1980, 1981) for evaluating wildlife
habitat and the effects of the management activities, and they have been widely applied such as
Elith (2000), Franco, Brito, and Almeida (2000), Larson, Dijak, Thompson, and Millspaugh
(2003), Madsen and Prang (2001), Pearce and Ferrier (2000), and Pereira and Itami (1991). The
habitat suitability model is a statistical model that estimates the probability to find a species
based on the values of the independent variables based on functional relationships between the
species and ecological variables suitable for habitat representations, usually indexed with 0–1
scale (Larson et al., 2003). The index value 0 represents a place that is not appropriate as a
habitat, and the value 1 represents a place that is the most suitable habitat.
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There is a drawback of using logistic regression for habitat suitability modeling. Logistic
regression pre-supposes the ratios of the presences and absences are identical, and its results are
sensitive that ratio (Hosmer et al., 2013). Real, Barbosa, and Vargas (2006) proposed a modified
habitat suitability model they called an environmental favorability model that accounts for this
unbalance as seen in (4.4). Their model is equivalent to (4.3) except the denominator’s sum
involves the ratio of presences and absences as
¶q+ =

R¢
j?
+ R¢
jT

,

(4.4)

where Fav is the probability of bentgrass presence, N0 is the number of study plots without
bentgrass, N1 is the number of study plots with bentgrass, and z is as above.

4.1.2.3 Global- and local-support models, and geographically-weighted logistic regression

A global-support model is a single-equation model that covers the entire study area and
that does not incorporate the spatial relationships between neighbor data points. This model is
suitable for identifying the pattern of an entire region, and it emphasizes the area’s similarities
(Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2003). For example, the habitat suitability map and
environmental favorability map created by Ahrens et al. (2011) are based on global-support
models.
Tobler’s law is, "Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related
than distant things" (Tobler, 1970). By conceptualizing spatial data as realizations of an
underlying random process, we can rephrase Tobler’s law to be suggesting that spatial data are
usually auto-correlated, so the values in nearby locations tend to be similar. If the variance of the
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process is constant across the landscape, then the process is stationary. Conversely, if the
variance of the process varies across the landscape, then the process is non-stationary. Globalsupport models have a better conceptual fit with a stationarity assumption. Local-support models
were proposed to deal with spatial-nonstationary processes. Longley and Batty (1996) defined a
local-support model to be a statistical model that covers only a portion of a study area. If the
non-stationarity varies slowly over space, then it seems reasonable that constructing a model
over a small region that is nearly locally stationary should provide a better estimate than fitting a
single model over an entire region. Thus, each sample point has its own equation with parameter
values, a.k.a. local statistics, that reflect the point’s spatial relationships to the neighbor data
points (Fotheringham & Wegener, 1999; Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton, 2003). These
equations have the same variables as a global model but different parameter values. Emphasizing
differences across space, the local-support model is more proper to investigate the variation
throughout the study area, and the model is often used to find exceptions or hot-spots on the map
(Fotheringham, Brunsdon & Charlton, 2003). This study employs geographically weighted
logistic regression for its local-support models.
The models’ parameter values are affected by the values of the neighbors, and it is
reasonable that the values of nearby neighbors should be given more weight than the values of
more distant neighbors. A spatial weighting function is a rule to provide the weightings given
the distance between the point-of-interest and a neighbor point. The weighting scheme is called a
kernel, and the kernel’s decay rate over space is called its bandwidth. Various kernel functions
have been proposed such as Gaussian, exponential, box-car, bi-square, and tri-cube (Gollini, Lu,
Charlton, Brunsdon, & Harris, 2013). The Gaussian kernel embodies Tobler’s law by providing a
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continuously decreasing weighting with separation. Its equation is a re-scaling of the famous
Gaussian distribution probability density function (PDF):
? H-DE ©

ß®o = R 7 # ( yG ) ,

(4.5)

where ß®o is the weight factor for the kernel, R is the base of the natural logarithm, vmso is the
(non-negative, finite) distance between a point-of-interest and a neighbor point, and uß is the
bandwidth, which is a surrogate for variance in the Gaussian PDF (Gollini et al., 2013). The
bandwidth is a constant if and only if the (unknown) spatial process is stationary.
There is a separate interpretation of bandwidth apart from its interpretation as process
variance. Bandwidth controls the size – spatial extent – of the kernel in some sense, so it also
controls which points form a neighborhood. If the data were sampled on a regular grid, then the
neighborhoods can be of fixed size and shape, and such are called fixed kernels. However, if the
samples are irregular, fixed kernels can over-sample where samples are dense and under-sample
where samples are sparse. Adaptive kernels vary the bandwidth to account for this. To find
optimal bandwidths, computer automated procedures are applied based on leave-one-out crossvalidation (CV) scores computed for all possible bandwidths, and the bandwidth with the
smallest CV score is best (Harris, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2011).

4.1.2.4 The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis

The ROC analysis was developed as an object-detection technology for radar during World
War II (Swets, 1973). Currently, ROC analysis is applied to radiology, psychology, medicine,
biometrics, machine learning, data mining, other automated detection problems (Akobeng, 2007;
Swets, 1988; Swets, Dawes, & Monahan, 2000; Zweig & Campbell, 1993). In many cases of
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Table 4.1: Confusion matrix (2×2) for dichotomous outcomes.
Actual
Positive (1)

Actual
Negative (0)

Column Total

Predicted
Positive (1)

<9
((?? )

¶9
((?T )

<9 + ¶9
((?. )

Predicted
Negative (0)

¶j
((T? )

<j
((TT )

¶j + <j
((T. )

<9 + ¶j
((.? )

¶9 + <j
((.T )

<9 + ¶9 + ¶j + <j
(()

Row Total

science research, it is necessary to discriminate between two options such as yes or no, good and
bad, presence or absence, and male or female. A ROC analysis is for these dichotomous
decision-making procedures. The ROC analysis can be defined as a quantitative model to
estimate a binary classification from a continuous-scale dataset. The ROC analysis is composed
of two steps. First, establish an optimal threshold or cut-off value; and second, classify
continuous data into a binary scale with the optimal threshold. Table 4.1 shows a common 2×2
confusion matrix for a class containing positive and negative vs. a predictive class which is
classified as positive and negative by a certain test (Fawcett, 2006). The correctly identified
positive is called a true positive (<9), and the incorrectly identified positive, i.e., when it actually
is negative, is called a false positive (¶9), a.k.a. “Type I error”. The correctly identified negative
is called a true negative (<j), and the incorrectly identified negative is called a false negative
(¶j), a.k.a. “Type II error”. The ratio of <9 to actual positives is called sensitivity, and the ratio
of <j to actual negatives is called specificity. The equations for bR(smom+mo™, b%R)m´m)mo™, and
1 – b%R)m´m)mo™ are shown in (4.6) – (4.8).

bR(smom+mo™ =
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<9
<9 + ¶j

(4.6)

b%R)m´m)mo™ =

<j
<j + ¶9

1 − b%R)m´m)mo™ =

¶9
<j + ¶9

(4.7)

(4.8)

The best cutoff point maximizes both true positive and true negative determinations.
However, the relationship of sensitivity and specificity is compensational, so if sensitivity is
increased, specificity is decreased, and vice versa. When sensitivity is fixed to a certain value,
specificity is also fixed according to the fixed sensitivity value, resulting in a sensitivityspecificity pair. There are many choices determining cutoff points, but maximizing
bR(smom+mo™ + S%R)m´m)mo™ has been applied to find best cutoff value. It is identical to maximize
Yuden's index in (4.9). This is because the maximize specificity and minimizing 1 – b%R)m´m)mo™
which is false positive rate are same concept.
≠ÆvR(Ø s Ä(vRå = bR(smom+mo™ + b%R)m´m)mo™ – 1

(4.9)

4.1.2.5 Friedman’s rank sum test and Cochran’s ! test with pairwise post-hoc test

Friedman's rank sum test is a non-parametric multiple comparison test for analyzing
randomized complete block designs. This test is a non-parametric counterpart of the one-way
repeated-measure ANOVA. The purpose of the Friedman's rank sum test is to see differences
between multiple treatments. There are several assumptions and precautions for Friedman's rank
sum test. First, a group should be randomly sampled from the population. Second, this sampled
group should be measured on three or more occasions or by different methods; these are called
treatments. Third, a dependent variable should be in ordinal or continuous scale, but the samples
do not need to be normally distributed or to follow the assumptions for one-way repeated120

measure ANOVA. As a non-parametric test, Friedman's rank sum test performs rank
transformation within a block. A block of observations is the observations from a particular
individual in the sampled group who has been observed multiple times. In this study, the
“individuals” forming the blocks are pixels in the maps. The null hypothesis of the Friedman's
test is: the populations represented by each method have the same distribution, which can be
understood to mean there is no difference between each method. In this study a method is one of
the ways of constructing a map. When the result of Friedman’s rank sum test shows there is a
difference, a post hoc test should be followed to find which method is different, and either a
Conover’s Test (Conover & Iman, 1979; Conover, 1999) or a pairwise Wilcoxon’s signed rank
test is widely applied. When pairwise tests are performed post hoc, a general alpha adjustment
for multiple comparisons might be applied to adjust the % -values to reduce the chance of
increasing incorrectly rejecting null hypothesis (type I error). The Bonferroni correction is one of
frequently using methods of alpha adjustment for multiple comparisons (or adjustment for
multiplicity, in short), and this correction is used in this study. In this study, Friedman’s rank
sum test is the method to test the differences of distributions between four probability maps
created by each habitat models.
Cochran's ! test is a non-parametric test to verify whether multiple treatments have
identical effects. The data structure of Cochran's ! test is very similar to that of Friedman's rank
sum test, which is a randomized complete block design. However, the dependent variable of
Cochran's ! test is in dichotomous scale (coded as 0 and 1). The null hypothesis of Cochran's !
test is that the proportion of successes (coded as 1) is equal for all treatments. However, the
hypothesis can be described more simply as that there are no differences between the treatments
(Sheskin, 2011), or the treatments are equally effective. When the test result shows there are
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differences in the proportion of successes, a post hoc test should be used. A pairwise McNemar's
test is usually applied for the post hoc test after Cochran's test. A McNemar's test (McNemar,
1947) is identical to Cochran's ! test when there are only two treatments. Because pairwise tests
are performed as post hoc, the % -values of each pairwise test should be adjusted, and the
Bonferroni correction is chosen. In this study, Cochran’s ! test is the method to test the
differences of predictive ability between four prediction maps in binary scale representing each
habitat models.

4.1.2.6 " # test, measure of association, and binary classification analysis
A " # test of independence is a statistical test between two categorical variables from a
single population to test whether the variables are independent. The " # test has a null hypothesis
that the two categorical variables are independent. When this null hypothesis is rejected, then the
two categorical variables are dependent but there is no indication how correlated they might be.
The test statistic is given in (4.10), where t- is an element of the set of observations and Ois an element of the set of expectations. When this statistic is close to zero, the differences
between sum of observed values and expected values are small. In this case, the chance that the
two variables are independent is increased.

"# =

t- − OO-

#

(4.10)

Measures of association or association coefficients are indices that measure the strength of
a relationship between two categorical variables. Yule's ! and the ∞ coefficient are often applied
to measure the association strength between two possibly related dichotomous variables. Yule's
! is a measure of association to compare two dichotomous variables, and this index is a
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transformation of odds ratio, taking values between –1 and +1. In a 2×2 cross table of counts, the
pair of matching observations are called concordant, and the other pair are called discordant.
Yule's ! converges to positive one or negative one when the concordant or discordant counts
become extremely different. Knoke, Bohrnstedt, and Mee (2002) mentioned a rule-of-thumb to
interpret Yule's ! as follows: virtually no relationship (0 – ±0.25), weak relationship (±0.25 –
±0.50), moderate relationship (±0.50 – ±0.75), and strong relationship (±0.75 – ±1.00). Yule's !
can be calculated with (4.11), where (?? is the number of <9, (TT is the number of <j, (?T is
the number of ¶9, and (T? is the number of ¶j (Table 4.1).

!=

(?? (TT − (?T (T?
(?? (TT + (?T (T?

(4.11)

The ∞ coefficient, introduced by Karl Pearson, is also a measure of the association degree
between two dichotomous variables. The range of the ∞ coefficient is also from –1 to 1, and zero
means no association. The interpretation of ∞ coefficient is quite similar to the Pearson's
correlation coefficient. Similar to Yule's !, when the concordant or discordant counts become
extreme, the ∞ coefficient converges to +1 or -1. The interpretation of ∞ coefficient suggested
by Davis (1971) are as follows: no relationship (0.00), negligible relationship (±0.01 – ±0.09),
low relationship (±0.10 – ±0.29), moderate relationship (±0.30 – ±0.49), substantial relationship
(±0.50 – ±0.69), and very strong relationship (±0.70 – ±1.00). There is a special need for caution
interpreting Yule's ! and ∞ when the two values are calculated simultaneously because Yule's !
generally has a higher absolute value than ∞ coefficient. The equation to calculate the ∞
coefficient is (4.12). where (?? is the number of <9, (TT is the number of <j, (?T is the number
of ¶9, (T? is the number of ¶j, (?. is (?T + (?? , (T. is (TT + (T? , (.T is (TT + (?T , and (.? is
(T? + (?? (Table 4.1).
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∞=

(?? (TT − (?T (T?
(?. (T. (.T (.?

(4.12)

When a predictive model has been built, a predictive-ability evaluation of this model is
necessary. A binary classification analysis is an evaluation method for predictive ability of the
model with dichotomous results. The purpose of this binary classification analysis is to compare
the predictive-model result to the actual data or equivalent and quantify this predictive ability.
For the predictive-ability evaluation, a new dataset that is not used for the predictive-model
building is required. One of the strategies for this evaluation is to use a data subset before the
model building. One data subset is used for predictive model building, and the other data subset
is used for evaluation. After the predictive values are calculated from the model, a 2×2 confusion
matrix, a special form of contingency table is built. Some of important parameters can be derived
from the values of this confusion matrix including prevalence, detection prevalence, accuracy,
balanced accuracy, sensitivity (a.k.a. true positive rate (<9@)), specificity (a.k.a. true negative
rate (<j@)), positive predictive value (99Ç), and negative predictive value (j9Ç).
The definitions of these parameters are as follows. Prevalence is a proportion of actual
positives from total observations. Equation (4.13) shows the prevalence, where <9 is true
positive, ¶j is false negative, ¶9 is false positive, and ¶j is true negative.

9nR+qrR()R =

<9 + ¶j
<9 + ¶9 + ¶j + <j

(4.13)

Detection Prevalence is a proportion of correctly identified positives from total
observations. Equation (4.14) shows the detection prevalence, where <9 is true positive, ¶9 is
false positive, ¶j is false negative, and <j is true negative.
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lRoR)omp( 9nR+qrR()R =

<9 + ¶9
<9 + ¶9 + ¶j + <j

(4.14)

Accuracy is a ratio of correctly classified values regardless of true or false from total
observations. Equation (4.15) represents the accuracy, where <9 is true positive, <j is true
negative, ¶9 is false positive, and ¶j is false negative.

P))Ænq)™ =

<9 + <j
<9 + ¶9 + ¶j + <j

(4.15)

Balanced accuracy is mean of sensitivity and specificity. Balanced accuracy is a calibrated
accuracy for the data with unbalanced positive/negative ratio. When the number of positive and
negative classes are equal, balanced accuracy has same value as accuracy. Equation (4.16) shows
how to calculate balanced accuracy.

_qrq()Rv P))Ænq)™ =

bR(smom+mo™ + b%R)m´m)mo™
2

(4.16)

Sensitivity (a.k.a. true positive rate, <9@) is a proportion of correctly identified positives
from all the actual positives. Equation (4.6) above shows the calculation of sensitivity.
Specificity (a.k.a. true positive rate, <9@) is a proportion of correctly identified negatives from
all the actual negatives. Equation (4.7) above shows the calculation of specificity.
Positive Predictive Value (99Ç) (a.k.a. precision) is a rate of the actual positives from
correctly classified positives. Equation (4.17) shows the 99Ç, where <9 is true positive, and ¶9
is false positive.

99Ç =

<9
<9 + ¶9
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(4.17)

Negative Predictive Value (j9Ç) is a rate of the actual negatives from correctly classified
negatives. Equation (4.18) shows the j9Ç, where <j is true negative, and ¶j is false negative.

j9Ç =

<j
<j + ¶j

(4.18)

4.1.3 Literature review
Ecologists use spatially-explicit maps to help assess the potential ecological impact of
genetically modified (GM) crops (Marvier et al., 2008). There has also been increased interest in
prediction models on the distribution of species and their habitats from species presence/absence
data, relevant ecological variables, mathematical methods, and GIS (Hirzel, Le Lay, Helfer,
Randin, & Guisan, 2006). This approach has been applied to the distribution models of invasive
plants (Evangelista et al., 2008; Jacobs & Macisaac, 2009; Nielsen, Hartvig, & Kollmann, 2008;
Sánchez-Flores, Rodriguez-Gallegos, & Yool, 2008), and as an identification model of critical
habitat for endangered animals (Bellis et al., 2008; Glenz, Massolo, Kuonen, & Schlaepfer, 2001;
Pereira & Itami, 1991). Ahrens et al. (2011) used spatially explicit logistic regression to produce
maps of habitat suitability and environmental favorability for creeping bentgrass, which already
exists as a GMO: it has been made glyphosate resistant by genetic modification.
Ahrens et al. (2011) produced two maps but this begs the question whether these are the
best maps possible given their data set. Visser and de Nijs (2006) suggested that analysts
comparing maps can detect temporal and spatial changes (so-called hot-spots), compare different
models, methods or scenarios, calibrate or validate land-use models, analyze uncertainty and
sensitivity of a model, and assess map accuracy. Dorren and Seijmonsbergen (2003) compared
models and maps predicting rockfall runout zones at a regional scale. They constructed a
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contingency table to compare the prediction maps created with the patterns of rockfall deposits
derived from pre-existing geomorphological field maps. Ayalew, Yamagishi, Marui, and Kanno
(2005) created two GIS-based raster maps for landslide susceptibility in Sado Island, Japan; one
using an analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and one with logistic regression. They reclassified
the rasters into five classes and overlapped the maps with a landslide activity map, which
revealed that 70% of the landslide zones fell into the high and very high susceptibility zones in
the AHP map, and 63% for logistic regression map, so the AHP map was deemed the better
predictor. Wang et al. (2012) compared two raster maps of the spatial distribution of soil organic
matter created with geographically weighted regression and with kriging. Wang et al. (2013)
compared two soil total nitrogen predictive maps created by geographically-weighted regression
and with cokriging. They divided point-field data in into a training set and a validation set. With
the training dataset, they created raster prediction maps with geographically weighted regression,
regression kriging, and cokriging. The fieldwork-derived values in the validation point dataset
and pixel values on prediction maps in the same locations were used to calculate comparison
statistics such as mean error (ME) and root mean square error (RMSE) to determine which map
has less average error. Searching the literature suggested there is a gap when the prediction maps
are in categorical scale because the statistical analyses for continuous-scale values are not
applicable for the maps with categorical property.

4.1.4 Research questions and hypotheses
Research question 1: Are the underlying probability distributions of the predicted habitat
suitability values from the four habitat suitability and environmental favorability models
identical? To answer this question, Friedman’s rank sum test, which is the nonparametric
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counterpart of repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), was applied with set of 200
random sampled from each probability maps in continuous scale.
Research question 2: Are the predictive abilities for bentgrass presence and absence of the
four habitat suitability and environmental favorability models identical? To answer this question,
Cochran’s ! test is applied with set of 200 random sampled from each prediction maps in
dichotomous scale.
Research question 3: Are the bentgrass predictions (present/absent) derived by each
habitat suitability and environmental favorability model independent or dependent to the actual
bentgrass present/absent distributions? If they are dependent, how closely associated are they?
To answer this question, a " # test is applied between ground-truth data of bentgrass
presence/absence in the validation set (( = 86) and each prediction map in dichotomous scale.
The association strength of actual bentgrass presence/absence and predicted values of each
model is quantified using two measures of association, namely Yule’s ! and the ∞ coefficient.
Research question 4: Which of the bentgrass habitat models presents the best prediction
result? To answer this question, binary classification analyses are applied between ground-truth
data of bentgrass presence/absence in the validation set (( = 86) and each prediction maps in
dichotomous scale. The tests are various ratios of the elements of a standard confusion matrix.
These ratios are named prevalence, detection prevalence, accuracy, balanced accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value. The differences
among these tests can reveal differences among the maps.
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4.2 Material and Methods
4.2.1 Study location
The study area (Figure 4.1) is in Bloomfield, Connecticut, centered at a golf course where
bentgrass is planted for putting greens and fairways (golf course manager, personal
communication, 2008). The study area covers 8.5 km2 and is located at 72°45'19"W, 41°51'46"N
(Ahrens et al., 2011). This area is a part of the Eastern Broadleaf Forest Province subsection of
the Lower Connecticut River Valley (Ahrens et al., 2011; Metzler & Barrett, 2006). A lake is
adjacent to the eastern side of the golf course, and a wetland lines the western side. The golf
course is surrounded by a broadleaf forest. A state park covers the western edge of the study area
and a power line right-of-way cuts through the study area generally north-to-south. There are
recreation areas with managed grasslands, residential areas with lawns, light industry with turf
grass, agricultural fields, and a railroad (Ahrens et al., 2011).

4.2.2 Field surveying and variable collection
Ahrens et al. (2011) studied the possibility of bentgrass escaping from the golf course and
migrating elsewhere by creating maps showing bentgrass habitat suitability and environmental
favorability. These maps were generated using statistical models created from presence/absence
data for plants, standing water, and other variables (Table 4.2). The presence/absence bentgrass
data were collected by in situ sampling of 289 survey plots from July to October, 2008. The
survey plots’ geographic coordinates were generated randomly, and the field team found the
plots using a TOPCON HiperLite+ GNSS receiver with FC-100 data collector. Using RTK to
find the plots that were located in open areas was straightforward; however, as described in
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(a) Location of study area in statewide scale.

(b) National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) 2008 aerial orthophoto in study area
boundary. The locations for presence/absence of bentgrass are overlapped.
Figure 4.1: Location of the study area and field plots with bentgrass presence/absence
information.
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Chapter 3, RTK generally yields a fixed solution in canopy coverage up to around 74%. When a
survey plot was beneath the tree canopy such that RTK became inoperable, the plot was found
using an autonomous position. Then, the GNSS receiver was erected atop a range pole and set to
collect static observations for at least 15 minutes, and the position of the survey plot was
determined using post-processing. The survey was conducted inside a 5.64-m (100 m2) radius
circular plot centered at the GNSS receiver. See Ahrens et al. (2011) for full details.
The independent variables’ values came from using GIS and remote sensing. We produced
a land-cover map representing forest, non-forest, and edge habitat between forest and non-forest

Table 4.2: Description of variables used in the multivariate logistic regression models and GIS mapping. The
dependent variable is existence of bentgrass species in a plot, and all the others are independent variables.
(Ahrens et al., 2011)
Name of the variable

Abbr.

Initial coding

Comments

Dependent Variable
Existence of bentgrass species

Bentgrass Absent, presence

Recoded as 0 and 1 respectively.
Classified as categorical (nominal)
factor.

Independent Variables:
*

Percent plot covered by tree canopy

Tree

0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, Reclassified as non-forest (0–25%),
and 75–100%
edge habitat (25–50%), and forest
(50–100%). Classified as a
categorical (nominal) factor.
0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, Recoded as I, II, III, and IV
and 75–100%
respectively. Classified as a nominal
variable.
0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, Recoded as I, II, III, and IV
and 75–100%
respectively. Classified as a nominal
variable.
No evidence of mowing,
Recoded as I, II, and III respectively.
mowed once per year,
Classified as a nominal variable.
mowed more than once per
year.
Well drained and no water Recoded as I, II, III, and IV
found, fairly drained with respectively. Classified as a nominal
seasonal flooding, poorly
variable.
drained with standing water,
and awfully drained
containing a water body.

Percent plot covered by shrub canopy

Shrub

Percent plot covered by herbaceous plant
species

Herb

Land management evidence by mowing

Mow

*

Land and soil water conditions

Water

*

Dummy coding (treatment coding) was applied to categorical variables (Tree and Water) for GIS map creation with raster
calculation.
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(a) Forest-cover map digitized from NAIP 2008 aerial orthophoto.

(b) Hydric-soil map created from Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) soil-type
polygons joined to the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database for Connecticut.
Figure 4.2: The forest-cover map and the hydric-soil map.
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zone (Figure 4.2 (a)) by digitizing a 2008 National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) aerial
orthophoto, shown as the background of Figure 4.3. The NAIP aerial orthophoto was comprised
of four bands (red, green, blue, and near-infrared) with 3×3 ft2 spatial resolution. A normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) map was calculated from the NAIP orthophoto to make the
forest zones more distinctive, and this NDVI map was segmented by eCognition, which is an
object-based land-cover mapping tool. The forest-zone segments produced by eCognition were
relatively rough, so the non-forest segments were removed manually using a graphic digitizing
tablet. The calculation of NDVI is seen in (4.19).
A 10-meter buffer was created from the border of the forest-zone layer created from the
NAIP aerial orthophoto, and the research team named this layer the edge-habitat zone. Any
pixels that were neither forest nor edge-habitat were classified as non-forest. These three zones
were merged into one raster map.

jlÇÄ =

jRqnÄ(´nqnRv − @Rv
jRqnÄ(´nqnRv + @Rv

(4.19)

The hydric-soil map (Figure 4.2 (b)) was created from a Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) shapefile comprised of soil-type polygons joined to the Soil Survey Geographic
(SSURGO) database for Connecticut, which provided drainage class for each soil type. The
water bodies on the hydro-soil map were somewhat inaccurate, so they were corrected using the
NAIP aerial orthophoto.

4.2.3 Model selection for habitat suitability model
The habitat suitability and environmental favorability models were created using spatially
explicit logistic regression. Ahrens et al. (2011) used the Akaike Information Criterion (PÄw)
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Table 4.3: The ranking of the best multivariate logistic regression model to predict the presence of bentgrass
species is presented with top 15 models without any interaction (Ahrens et al., 2011).
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Synopsis of Models
Tree + Water + Herb + Herb × Tree
Tree + Water + Herb
Tree + Water + Herb + Shrub + Herb × Tree
Tree + Water + Herb + Shrub + Herb × Shrub + Herb × Tree
Tree + Water + Herb + Shrub + Herb × Shrub
Tree + Water
Tree + Water + Herb + Shrub
Tree + Water + Mow + Tree × Mow
Tree + Water + Mow + Herb + Tree × Mow
Tree + Water + Herb + Shrub + Herb × Tree + Shrub × Tree

K
7
6
8
9
8
5
7
9
10
9

AIC
237.6
237.7
238.8
239.0
239.1
239.2
239.2
239.5
239.6
239.7

∆AIC
0
< 0.1
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.1

w
5.21 × 10-2
5.10 × 10-2
2.93 × 10-2
2.69 × 10-2
2.50 × 10-2
2.42 × 10-2
2.35 × 10-2
2.09 × 10-2
1.95 × 10-2
1.85 × 10-2

–2log(likelihood)
2.24 × 102
2.26 × 102
2.23 × 102
2.21 × 102
2.23 × 102
2.29 × 102
2.25 × 102
2.21 × 102
2.20 × 102
2.22 × 102

Abbreviations: K, number of estimable parameters in a model; AIC, Akaike’s Information Criteria; w, Akaike weights.

(Akaike, 1974) to select the best model. The models were sorted by AIC score, and the difference
between smallest PÄw and each PÄw (iPÄw) was calculated. The model with lower iPÄw has
more power, and models with iPÄw less than 2 are usually considered as the best choice
according to the rule of thumb (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Ten of tested models had iPÄw
under 2 (Table 4.3), and the 6th-ranked model (Bentgrass = Tree + Water) was the only model
possible for GIS digital mapping, so that the 6th-ranked model was used for digital mapping of
this study. See Ahrens et al. (2011) for full details about the data and the modeling.

4.2.4 Data preparation for statistical modeling and mapping
Comparing the predictive ability of the models requires that the presence/absence dataset
be randomly split into a calibration set (70% present and 70% absent = 203 plots) and a
validation set (30% present and 30% absent = 86 plots) (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.3). The
calibration set was used to create the models and maps used here. The validation set was used for
statistical analyses for prediction-ability assessments by comparing the map values derived from
each model to actual presence and absence of bentgrass collected from the fieldwork.
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Figure 4.3: Locations of calibration and validation sets.

Table 4.4: Splitting field data into calibration and validation sets.
Present

Absent

Total

Calibration Set (70%)

43

160

203

Validation Set (30%)

18

68

86

Total

61

228

289

Comparing the four models to one another does not involve the presence/absence data
because the question is only whether the models produce the same results or not. Nonparametric
tests generally have weaker statistical power than a parametric test, so a power analysis using
G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) recommended that 200 locations should
randomly selected for the comparisons among four maps (Lehmann & D'Abrera, 2006).
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4.2.5 Statistical Modeling
4.2.5.1 Habitat suitability model and environmental favorability model with global support

The habitat suitability map and environmental favorability map created by Ahrens et al.
(2011) are global-support models. Those models were re-created here using identical
methodology but with different data: only 70% of the data (calibration set) were used to create
the models. These data produced the following habitat suitability model of bentgrass, (4.20) –
(4.21).
ã± = 0.4304 + 0.2018 × <nRR? − 2.4614 × <nRR#

(4.20)

−1.6756 × aqoRn? − 1.3508 × aqoRn# − 15.1477 × aqoRng

Ab =

R ≤≥
1 + R ≤≥

(4.21)

where R is the base of the natural logarithm, ã± is a logit (or log-odds) of the global habitat
suitability model, and Ab is habitat suitability.
The environmental favorability model with global support is (4.22), where O¶ is the
environmental favorability, jT = 160 is the number of study plots without bentgrass, j? = 43 is
the number of study plots with bentgrass species.

O¶ =

R ≤≥
j?
+ R ≤≥
jT

=

R ≤≥
43
+ R ≤≥
160

(4.22)

4.2.5.2 Habitat suitability model and environmental favorability model with local-support,
geographically weighted logistic regression

The local-support models for this study were geographically weighted logistic regressions
with adaptive bandwidth and a Gaussian kernel. The local-support models were computed using
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Figure 4.4: Voronoi polygons used to discretize the study area to define the domains of the
local-support models. The total number of the polygons is 203.

the R-statistical software system with external packages sp and GWmodel (Gollini et al. 2013;
Pebesma & Bivand, 2005; Bivand, Pebesma, & Gómez-Rubio, 2013). There are n local-support
models. The local-support logit ã¥,- is shown in (4.23) in which each term includes a subscript
1 ≤ m ≤ ( that indicates which equation each term belongs to. Each local-support model has a
set of estimated parameters: a constant (wp(so- ), two for trees variables (wpR´<n?,- , wpR´<n#,- ),
and three for water variables ( wpR´aon?,- , wpR´aon#,- , wpR´aong,- ). The independent-variable
values, <nRR? and <nRR# , aqoRn? , aqoRn# , and aqoRng , came from the forest-cover map and
hydric-soil map described above.
ã¥,- = wp(so- + wpR´<n?,- × <nRR?,- + wpR´<n#,- × <nRR#,+ wpR´aon?,- × aqoRn?,- + wpR´aon#,- × aqoRn#,+ wpR´aong,- × aqoRng,-
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(4.23)

Each local model ã¥,- is applicable to some zone near a sampling point. We chose to use
Voronoi polygons for the zones (Figure 4.4).

4.2.6 Probability maps for bentgrass habitat suitability
The four models produced probability raster maps (GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, LEFM) using
the ArcGIS raster calculator. Each raster pixel’s value is the probability to find bentgrass species
at that pixel. The GHSM was calculated with the raster of (4.20) as the input to (4.21); GEFM
was calculated with the raster of (4.20) as the input to (4.22); LHSM was calculated with the
raster of (4.23) as the input to (4.21); and LEFM was calculated with the raster of (4.23) as the
input to (4.22).

4.2.7 Prediction maps for bentgrass in dichotomous scale
For statistical tests to verify the predictive ability of each statistical model, the four
probability maps (GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and LEFM) had to be reclassified as dichotomous
maps representing presence and absence of bentgrass. For this process cutoff values of habitat
suitability were required. ROC analysis is a method to find cutoff values when a variable is
dichotomous, and ROC analyses for each of the maps was performed with the calibration set.
The cutoff values of GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and LEFM were 0.1226, 0.3350, 0.1275, and
0.3420 respectively. When a habitat suitability value of a raster pixel was greater/less than the
cutoff value, this pixel was reclassified as 1/0 for presence/absence of bentgrass. The results of
this reclassification are four prediction maps (GHSPM, GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM)
representing four habitat models respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.
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4.2.8 Map comparison among the maps from four modeling methods
The over-arching goal of this study is to determine whether any of these models, or groups
of models, produce better predictions than the others. We explored this using two approaches.
The first approach is to find differences among the four maps without ground-truth data – i.e.,
how similar are the predictions without considering their accuracy. For this approach, the four
maps were compared at 200 random sample points in two ways. First, were the four maps
coming from the same population distribution? Second, were the prediction performances of the
four maps identical? Two nonparametric tests for multiple comparisons with a complete-blockdesign were appropriate. The first question can be answered by Friedman's rank sum test, and the
second question can be answered by Cochran's ! test.
The null hypothesis of Friedman's rank sum test is that the tested distributions among the
probability maps (GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and LEFM) are the same, and the alternate hypothesis
is that they are different. If the null hypothesis is rejected, a post hoc Conover's test with
Bonferroni corrections is applied to determine which sample set is different (Conover & Iman,
1979; Conover, 1999). These results were checked using a pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Cochran's ! tests whether the percentage-of-presence prediction maps (GHSPM, GEFPM,
LHSPM, and LEFPM) are the same. If the percentages are not different, then it is reasonable to
conclude that the groups’ predictive abilities are the same. Cochran's ! test requires that input
variables be in the binary scale, so the bentgrass probability maps were reclassified to be
dichotomous (present/absent). The pairwise McNemar’s test and the McNemar’s exact test (a.k.a.
binomial test) were chosen for post hoc tests after Cochran's ! test. These tests were performed
by R-statistical package and checked using SPSS.
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4.2.9 Prediction-ability assessment using ground-truth data
The second approach is to find differences among the four maps against ground-truth data
– i.e., how similar are the predictions regarding their accuracy. This approach was considered
three ways. First, build four 2×2 contingency tables (GHSPM × validation, GEFPM × validation,
LHSPM × validation, and LEFPM × validation) and apply four " # independence tests to see
whether the predictions of each maps are independent to actual presence/absence of bentgrass in
the field. Here, “validation” means the validation data set comprised of the ground-truth data. In
this case, an “independent” result is undesirable: it means the predictions bare no strong
resemblance to the ground-truth data.
A " # test only provides whether the predictions and the ground-truth data are independent,
but not the degree and direction of the relationship. The relationships can be quantified with
Yule's ! and with a ∞ coefficent, which are two of measures of association for dichotomous
variables. Yule's ! and ∞ range from –1 to 1, and the meaning of 0 is no association between
two variables, and ±1 is the maximum strength of association between two variables. The
interpretation of Yule's ! (Warrens, 2008; Yule, 1912) and a ∞ coefficient (Cramer, 1946) are
provided by Knoke, Bohrnstedt, and Mee (2002), Davis (1971) and Davenport and El-Sanhurry
(1991).
We concluded with a binary classification analysis for each of the prediction map versus
actual bentgrass existence. The test statistics for binary classification analysis were prevalence,
detection prevalence, accuracy, balanced accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value (99Ç), and negative predictive value (j9Ç).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Created maps and their statistics
The four maps in Figure 4.5 are probability maps of bentgrass habitat suitability created by
(a) GHSM, (b) GEFM, (c) LHSM, and (d) LEFM. The maps are in continuous scale from 0 to 1
because the habitat suitability on each of the pixel value is the probability of finding bentgrass
species at that location. Although the cell values are continuous scale, the number of unique
values of each map is restricted because the independent variables used in the mapping models
(<nRR and aqoRn) are in a categorical scale.
The prediction maps (GHSPM, GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM) in Figure 4.6 are the
reclassified maps from the probability maps (GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and LEFM) in Figure 4.5
using cutoff values derived by ROC analysis. The cutoff value for GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and
LEFM are 0.1226, 0.3350, 0.1275, and 0.3420 respectively.

4.3.2 Comparisons between the maps
4.3.2.1 Friedman’s rank sum test
From Friedman's rank sum test ( ( = 200, " # (3) = 479.21, and % ≪ 0.01), the null
hypothesis can be rejected to conclude that the maps stem from different distributions (Table 4.5).
Conover’s test with a Bonferroni correction indicated that the maps are all different from one
another (% ≪ 0.01). These results were confirmed with a Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test
with Bonferroni correction.
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Table 4.5: The results of Friedman’s rank sum test and post hoc test between GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and
LEFM.
Data descriptions
Sample size (()
Degree of freedom (d.f.)
Mean ranks

GHSM
GEFM
LHSM
LEFM

Test statistics
Friedman’s χ2
asymptotic p-value

200
3
1.65
3.68
1.38
3.29

Post hoc test
Conover’s test
(p-values with Bonferroni correction)
GHSM
GEFM
GEFM
≪ 0.01
—
LHSM
≪ 0.01
≪ 0.01
LEFM
≪ 0.01
≪ 0.01
Grouping
A
B
C
D

479.21
≪ 0.01

Map types
GHSM
GEFM
LHSPM
LEFPM

(a) GHSM, 12 unique pixel values

(b) GEFM, 12 unique pixel values

(c) LHSM, 1081 unique pixel values

(d) LEFM, 1081 unique pixel values

Figure 4.5: Maps with habitat suitability values in probability scaled from zero to one.
(a) GHSM, (b) GEFM, (c) LHSM, and (d) LEFM.
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LHSM
—
—
≪ 0.01

4.3.2.2 Cochran’s ! test

There was a significant difference in proportion of bentgrass present among GHSPM,
GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM according to the result of Cochran’s ! test (( = 200, !(3) =
54.82, and % ≪ 0.01). This result shows that at least one prediction map has different predictive
ability. Accordingly, a pairwise McNemar’s test with a Bonferroni correction was performed
post hoc to show the difference in detail. The post hoc grouping shows that GHSPM is
significantly different to other three maps (% ≤ 0.001), but there were no significant differences
among GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM. Especially the LHSPM and LEFPM are exactly identical
(% = 1.00). Pixel-by-pixel subtraction between LHSPM and LEFPM produced a raster layer of
all zeros, confirming that LHSPM and LEFPM are identical (Table 4.6) in spite of the underlying
probability maps not being identical.

Table 4.6: Cochran’s Q test for predictive ability comparison between four habitat maps.
Data descriptions
Sample size (()
200
Degree of freedom (d.f.)
3
Frequencies
Present (1) Absent (0)
GHSPM
51
149
GEFPM
82
118
LHSPM
75
125
LEFPM
75
125
Test statistics
Cochran’s !
asymptotic %-value

*
†

Post hoc test
Pairwise McNemar’s test
(%-values with Bonferroni correction)
GHSPM
GEFPM
LHSPM
GEFPM
≪ 0.01*
—
—
*
†
LHSPM
0.01
0.094
—
LEFPM
0.01*
0.094†
1.000†

54.82
≪ 0.01

Grouping
A
B
B
B

Map types
GHSPM
GEFPM
LHSPM
LEFPM

McNemar's Test applied
Binomial Test/Exact McNemar’s Test applied because of the small number of misclassified.
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(a) GHSPM, cutoff value: 0.1226

(b) GEFPM, cutoff value: 0.3350

(c) LHSPM, cutoff value: 0.1275

(d) LEFPM, cutoff value: 0.3420

Figure 4.6: Prediction maps of bentgrass in dichotomous scale (present/absent), which are reclassified from
probability maps in Figure 4.5. ROC analysis was applied to find cutoff values from each habitat models.
When habitat suitability was higher than the cutoff, the cell was reclassified as presence of bentgrass, and
when habitat suitability value was lower than the cutoff, the cell was reclassified as absence of bentgrass.

4.3.3 Validation of bentgrass predictions
4.3.3.1 Cross tabulation, " # independence test, and strength of association
The confusion matrices for the maps are tabulated in Table 4.7. Pearson's " # test was
applied to check the independence between predicted presence/absence of bentgrass by each map
and the actual bentgrass presence/absence of the field data. The prediction by GHSPM was
independent of the field data (a negative result) (( = 86, " # (1) = 3.15, and % = 0.076). However,
bentgrass predictions from the other maps (GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM) are not independent
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of the field data (a positive result) (GEFPM / ( = 86, " # (1) = 9.66, and % < 0.01; LHSPM / ( =
86, " # (1) = 11.22, and % < 0.01; and LEFM / ( = 86, " # (1) = 11.22, and % < 0.01) (Table 4.7).
Yule's ! and the ∞ coefficient were calculated to quantify the measure-of-association
between predicted bentgrass presence/absence to the field data. For GHSPM, there is a moderate
strength-of-association (Yule’s ! = 0.44 and ∞ = 0.19), but other maps (GEFPM, LHSPM, and
LEFPM) have strong associations: GEFM has Yule’s ! = 0.72 and ∞ = 0.36, and both LHSM
and LEFM have Yule’s ! = 0.75 and ∞ = 0.36.

Table 4.7: Contingency tables between actual bentgrass found in the field and predicted values from each map
(GHSPM, GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM), and Pearson’s " # test of independence results. The size of entire
validation set is 86.
(a) GHSPM × actual bentgrass in the field
Bentgrass in the field
Present Absent
Row
total
Predicted Present
9
19
28
32.1%
67.9%
100.0%
Values
from
Absent
9
49
58
15.5%
84.5%
100.0%
GHSPM
Column
18
68
86
20.9%
79.1%
100.0%
total
#
Pearson’s " (1) = 3.15, %-value = 0.076,
Yule’s ! = 0.44, ∞ = 0.19

(b) GEFPM × actual bentgrass in the field
Bentgrass in the field
Present Absent
Row
total
Predicted Present
14
25
39
35.9%
64.1%
100.0%
Values
from
Absent
4
43
47
8.5%
91.5%
100.0%
GEFPM
Column
18
68
86
20.9%
79.1%
100.0%
total
Pearson’s " # (1) = 9.66, %-value < 0.01,
Yule’s ! = 0.72, ∞ = 0.36

(c) LHSPM × actual bentgrass in the field
Bentgrass in the field
Present Absent
Row
total
Predicted Present
14
23
37
37.8%
62.2%
100.0%
Values
from
Absent
4
45
49
8.2%
91.8%
100.0%
LHSPM
Column
18
68
86
20.9%
79.1%
100.0%
total
Pearson’s " # (1) = 11.22, %-value < 0.01,
Yule’s ! = 0.75, ∞ = 0.36

(d) LEFPM × actual bentgrass in the field
Bentgrass in the field
Present Absent
Row
total
Predicted Present
14
23
37
37.8%
62.2%
100.0%
Values
from
Absent
4
45
49
8.2%
91.8%
100.0%
LEFPM
Column
18
68
86
20.9%
79.1%
100.0%
total
Pearson’s " # (1) = 11.22, %-value < 0.01,
Yule’s ! = 0.75, ∞ = 0.36
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Table 4.8: Estimation by binary classifiers between each habitat map and real bentgrass presence/absence
field data (unit: %)
Test statistics
Prevalence
Detection Prevalence
Accuracy
Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity / True Positive Rate
Specificity / True Negative Rate
Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
Negative Predictive Value (NPV)

Habitat map types
GHSPM

GEFPM

LHSPM

LEFPM

20.93
32.56
67.44
61.03
50.00
72.06
32.14
84.48

20.93
45.35
66.28
70.51
77.77
63.24
35.89
91.49

20.93
43.02
68.60
71.98
77.77
66.18
37.84
91.84

20.93
43.02
68.60
71.98
77.77
66.18
37.84
91.84

4.3.3.2 Binary classification analyses

Binary classification analyses determined which map has the best predictive ability (Table
4.8). In the table, “Prevalence” means the percentage of ground-truth pixels where bentgrass was
found, and the prevalence was around 21%. “Detection Prevalence” means the percentage of
ground-truth pixels where bentgrass was correctly predicted to be found. GEFPM, LHSPM, and
LEFPM have higher detection prevalence percentages (around 44%) than GHSPM (33%).
“Sensitivity” means the percentage of ground-truth pixels correctly classified as present
compared to the actual number of present pixels. GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM have higher
values (all around 78%) than GHSPM (50%). “Specificity” means the percentage of ground-truth
pixels correctly classified as absent compared to the actual number of absent pixels. GHSPM
(72%) has higher specificity than other maps (around 65%). “Positive predictive value” means
the percentage of the actual number of present pixels compared to the number of pixels predicted
present. The maps have similar values (32% to 38%). “Negative predictive value” means the
percentage of actual absent compared to the number of pixels predicted absent. GEFPM,
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LHSPM, and LEFPM have higher values (around 91%) than GHSPM (84%). “Accuracy” means
the proportion of correctly classified pixels, and the maps have similar values around 67%.
However, because the prevalence is (only) 21%, the validation data are unbalanced, and accuracy
is obscured by this somewhat. “Balanced accuracy” is the arithmetic average of sensitivity and
specificity, and the balanced accuracies of GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM are raised to around
71%, but the balanced accuracy of GHSPM drops to 61%.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
There were four main questions comparing the four bentgrass habitat models (GHS, GEF,
LHS, and LEF models): (1) Do these habitat models have identical distributions? (2) Do these
habitat models have identical predictive abilities? (3) How well do the predictions of each model
reflect the ground-truth data? and (4) Which of the model has the best predictive ability?
The models produce different results. (1) A Friedman’s rank sum test showed the models
stem from different underlying probability distributions. (2) A Cochran’s Q post hoc test
revealed that GHSPM is different from the others, which are not different from each other.
(3) Indeed, a " # test suggested that GHSPM was independent of the distribution of the groundtruth data. Here, the expectation is that the models should be strongly dependent on the groundtruth data, but that was not the case for GHSPM; however, the others were. (4) The predictive
abilities of GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM are better than GHSPM; however, the predictive
abilities among GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM are not statistically different. The PPVs are
below 40%, so the models as a group don’t show strong predictive ability for bentgrass presence.
Generally, all the NPVs are high – the lowest NPV is 84% for the global-support habitat
suitability model – and all the other models have a NPV over 91%. So, all the models have high
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ability to predict bentgrass absence, which was confirmed by the " # tests and the other binary
classifiers.
Logistic regression models require input values for their independent variables (obviously),
which, in this case, were the Tree and Water variables. The Tree values came from the layer
produced by classifying an aerial photograph (Figure 4.2 (a)) and the Water values came from a
hydro-soils map (Figure 4.2 (b)). Applying a global model is straight forward because there is
only one model and many peer scientists, such as Glenz et al. (2001), Pereira and Itami (1991),
and Store and Jokimäki (2003), applied a global modelling to build habitat suitability maps.
However, for local models, there is a question regarding which model to apply: there is one
model for each ground-truth sampling point (Brunsdon, Fotheringham, & Charlton, 1998;
Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2003) and it’s not obvious which model to use for pixels
in between several sampling points. This problem’s resolution was to use computational
geometry representing proximity (Okabe, Boots, & Sugihara, 1994; Preparata & Shamos, 1985),
which is originally proposed by a Russian mathematician Voronoi (as cited in Gold, Remmele, &
Roos, 1997). Voronoi polygons tile the plane in a manner dictated by a set of so-called
“generating points” that, in this case, were the sampling points. There is one Voronoi polygon
per generating point, and a Voronoi polygon is the set of points in the plane nearest its generating
point (Aurenhammer, 1991). This naturally divides the study area into convex polygons such that
all pixels inside a Voronoi polygon are closer to its sample point that any other sample point
(Burrough, McDonnell, & Lloyd, 2015; Gold, 1989). Figure 4.4 shows the set of Voronoi
polygons that define the domains of the local models, one per polygon.
Each Voronoi polygon has its own model, and the union of them constitutes a prediction
surface across the study area. This prediction surface is not zero-order continuous: there are
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probability discontinuities along the edges of the Voronoi polygons although they are not visible
in Figure 4.5 (c) and (d). Meyer (2004) showed this for kriging estimations with local support,
and the root cause was the principle that piece-wise estimators are not continuous across edges
unless they are constructed to be continuous, and the local-support models in this study were not
so constructed.
An interesting feature of the probability maps (GHSM, GEFM, LHSM, and LEFM) is that
the values produced by the models are effectively categorical even though the probability maps
are technically in continuous scale. The global-support models have only 12 unique values of
predicted probability, and the local-support models have 1081 unique values of predicted
probability. This categorization is due to the categorical nature of independent variables, <nRR
and aqoRn. <nRR has three values and aqoRn has four as explained in the comments of Table
4.2, so the global-support models cannot produce more than 3×4 = 12 values. The situation is
actually the same for the local-support models despite them producing 1081 values. The
difference is partly due to the fact that there are 203 local-support models. If the domain of each
model had the 12 combinations of the Tree and Water variables, then the local-support models
would have had 2436 unique values instead of 1081. The difference is also due to each model
having different weights based on the spatial separations from its neighbors (4.5). The locations
of the sampling points were random, so the weights, which depend on separation, ought not be
the same in general. The global-support models produce much coarser results than the localsupport models, but this fact per se, does not imply the global-support models are inferior.
Global models emphasize similarities across the whole area, so this model has frequently applied
to search for regularities or general laws of the area, but local models emphasize differences
across the study area, so this model usually has applied to search for exceptions and hot-spots
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(Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2003; Unwin & Unwin, 1998). For this reason, global
models usually produce simpler or coarse maps compared to the maps derived from local models.
Statistical tests are necessary to judge which model is best, if any, or even if the models are
different.
A Cochran's ! test can compare the predictive ability between the four models represented
in binary scale (Cochran, 1950; Conover, 1999). Accordingly, GHSPM has a different predictive
ability than GEFPM, LHSPM, and LEFPM but there is no evidence that GEFPM, LHSPM, and
LEFPM have different predictive abilities (Table 4.6). The habitat-suitability models did not
correct for the unbalanced data, and the global models are a one-size-fits-all approach.
Furthermore, the cutoff value between the present and absent predictions for the global models
came from a ROC analysis (Fawcett, 2006; Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013; Metz, 2000)
whose inputs were limited to only the 12 possible values, which seems rather coarse. The global
habitat suitability model was afflicted by all three shortcomings. It appears that no handicap
alone was sufficient to produce inferior predictions, but all of them together were. Surprisingly,
the predictive maps from the local-support models (LHSPM and LEFPM) are identical despite
LHSM and LEFM not being identical themselves and LHSPM and LEFPM having different
ranges. LHSPM and LEFPM have different cutoff values, which are chosen through a numerical
maximization process somewhat akin to a maximum likelihood estimation. The exact details of
that R-package algorithm (ROCR) are unknown to this author, but having the cutoff-value
selection processes ultimate produce identical prediction maps seems notable, and a confirmation
of the approach.
The present research offers two scenarios of map comparison that can be applied to other
studies. The first scenario is the between-map comparison when there are more than two maps. If
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the maps are in continuous scale, the comparison can be applied through a Friedman's rank sum
test regardless of the distributions of the sampled data from the maps. If the distribution of each
map follows normal distribution, it might be possible to apply ANOVA instead of the
nonparametric approach. When the maps are in the binary scale, it is possible to compare
whether the predictive ability is identical between maps through a Cochran's ! test.
The second scenario is the single-map comparison to ground-truth data when the map is in
the binary scale. The prediction from a map can be tested to elucidate whether this result is
dependent or independent to the ground-truth data. As a follow-up, various numerical
coefficients can be offered to show how closely this prediction and the actual ground-truth data
correlated. Also, various binary classifiers such as accuracy, balanced accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, and NPV could be other follow-ups and offers various criteria to evaluate the
predictive ability of a map. Comparing between these various classifiers of each map, the best
predictive model can be distinguished between the models.
The present research focused on the comparisons of continuous scaled maps and binaryscaled maps. However, it would be challenging to extend the predictive ability evaluation to the
categorical scaled map with more than three categories for the future research.
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